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January 30, 2018
Board and Citizens
South Metro/Cunningham Fire Rescue Authority
Douglas and Arapahoe Counties, Colorado
Dear Members of the Board and Citizens:
We are pleased to present the 2018 annual budget. As prepared and submitted, the annual budget is intended
to serve as:




A financial plan for the next fiscal year outlining the forecasted expenditure requirements and the
proposed means for financing these requirements.
An operational plan for the use and deployment of personnel, materials, services, and other
resources during the 2018 fiscal year.
A guide to how resources are allocated among division goals and objectives.

Overview of the Authority:
On January 1, 2018, South Metro Fire Rescue Fire Protection District and Cunningham Fire Protection
District officially merged as one entity named South Metro/Cunningham Fire Rescue Authority. The
unification with Cunningham Fire Protection District added 77 employees and 3 fire stations to the existing
South Metro Fire Rescue Fire Protection District organization.
The Authority has 491 full-time employees and eight part-time employees as of January 1, 2018.
Preparedness, prevention, mitigation and response services are provided from twenty fire stations placed in
strategic positions around the Authority and also from the headquarters and the Joint Service Facility in
order to provide best-in-class services to our citizens.
The Authority holds several distinctions as a result of the high quality of services, training standards,
equipment, staffing, and related support functions provided. The Authority is among the leaders in the State
of Colorado being one of eighteen departments in the state to receive Accreditation from the Commission
on Fire Accreditation International. The Authority also employs twelve individuals who are accredited as
a Chief Fire Officer and/or an Executive Fire Officer. The Authority has also received the Government
Finance Officers Association’s Distinguished Budget Award every year since 2009.
Most recently, the Authority received formal recognition in 2018 for attaining a Class 1 ISO (insurance
service office) rating. The official ISO inspector stated that there are 44,672 fire departments in the United
States, 270 of those are Class 1 fire, 56 of those are both a Class 1 and Accredited. The Authority is one of
only four fire departments in Colorado that is Class 1.
Authority employees are provided with constant training to keep their skills at the highest level. The
Authority has training facilities that includes one class room, an 84 seat auditorium, a five-story training
tower, a burn building for live fire training, a propane simulation station, and a driver operator training
track. State of the art training class rooms with media centers are available in the Authority headquarters
and training facilities.
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2018 Financial Summary:
• Total budgeted revenues for all Authority funds are approximately $90 million.
• Property taxes and specific ownership taxes make up approximately 87 percent of total revenues.
• Total budgeted expenditires for all Authority funds are approximately $99 million. The Authority
plans to pay for projected expenditures with 2018 projected revenues as well as prior years'
accumulated fund balance.
• The Authority will continue to provide a high level of service to the citizens of the community
while making capital improvements to buildings, equipment and vehicles totaling approximately

$13 million.
• An operating reserve of 25 percent has been maintained in the 2018 budget.
Summary of Major Goals for 2018
The Authority will continue planning efforts for the consolidation with other fire agencies effective January
1, 2019. The consolidation will add approximately 180 employees and another nine stations to the
Authority. The consolidation will allow the Authority to be more efficient, effective with its limited
resources and most importantly, provide better service to the citizens it serves.
The Authority is moving forward with a plan to staff each engine with a four-person crew and increase the
Authority's staffing factor over the next several years. In order to achieve this goal, the Authority plans to
hold one academy for twenty firefighters/paramedics at a total cost of approximately $2 million.
Station 32, located at the corner of Quebec and Orchard, is budgeted to be rebuilt in 2018. The growth and
increased density of the area served by the station has caused the need for the station to hold more crew
members and apparatus. The construction of a preparedness and training building at the Joint Service

Facility is scheduled to begin in 2018 and is included in the 2018 budget. This includes expanded training
and wellness facilities that will accommodate the Authority's growing employee count and larger recruit
academies. Station 40 and Station 41 are also scheduled for remodels to accommodate the growing needs
of the stations. The total for the building and grounds portion of capital is approximately $10 million.
The Authority is budgeting for several vehicle purchases in 2018 to fully staff the larger organization.
These items are estimated to total approximately $1.2 million.
The 2018 budget also includes a functional remodel of the administration building to accommodate for
growing staff and wellness program needs. In addition, specialized equipment will be purchased in order
to standardize the tools used across the department. Lastly, a new server is budgeted in 2018 and several
software related items including staffing and scheduling software for a total of $1 million.
The proposed budget for 2018 allows the Authority to continue to provide a high level of service to our
community with the most efficient use of its resources.
Recognition is given to all staff members, division or bureau managers and coordinators who have devoted
their time and energy toward the development of the annual budget.
Please be assured that the same degree of effort will be devoted to effective administration of the 2018
Budget.
Sincerely,

Bob Baker

Fire Chief
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GFOA RECOGNITION

The Government Finance Officers Association of the United States and Canada (GFOA) presented an
award of Distinguished Presentation to the Authority for its annual budget for the fiscal year beginning
January 1, 2017. To receive this award, a governmental unit must publish a budget document that meets
program criteria as a policy document, as an operations guide, as a financial plan and as a
communication device.
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GOVERNANCE
Appointed Officials, Board of Directors
Laura Simon, Chair

David Jackson, Vice Chair

Rich Sokol, Treasurer

Mark Lampert, Secretary

Directors
William Shriver

Hank Eng

Patricia Shaver

Danny Gaddy

Ronda Scholting

Executive Team
Bob Baker, Fire Chief
Mike Dell’Orfano, Deputy Fire Chief
Troy Jackson, Assistant Chief of Operations
Kevin Milan, Assistant Chief of Preparedness
Vince Turner, Assistant Chief of Support Services
Jerry Rhodes, Assistant Chief of Community Services
Dillon Miskimins, Chief Financial Officer
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
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AUTHORITY SUMMARY
The Authority
The Authority is located on the south and east edge of the Denver Metropolitan Area. The Authority serves all of the
Towns of Parker and Foxfield and the Cities of Greenwood Village, Cherry Hills Village, and Lone Tree, and a portion
of the Cities of Centennial and Castle Pines North, as well as some unincorporated areas in both Douglas and Arapahoe
counties. It includes the business parks of Meridian and Inverness, portions of the Denver Tech Center, Centennial
Airport and Park Meadows Mall.
There is commercial development throughout the Authority’s boundaries and the Authority includes several
residential developments with some areas of rural residential development. The area is a fairly affluent area with
homes in the middle to upper price range. The Authority includes a mixture of single family homes, apartments,
townhomes, and assisted living facilities within the Authority. The Authority serves approximately 279,500 residents
in Douglas and Arapahoe Counties. Approximately 42% of the Authority’s population is in Douglas County with
58% in Arapahoe County.
Within the Authority there are many recreational opportunities. The Cherry Creek Trail and portions of the Cherry
Creek Reservoir are within the Authority. This can be used for horseback riding, biking, running, walking, boating
and swimming. The Parker area is geared toward horseback riding with the Colorado Horse Park just at the edge of
the Authority and a horse arena in the middle of the Town of Parker. The Authority has a wealth of annual events like
the Carriage Parade in December and the Parker Country Festival in June. The Fiddler’s Green Amphitheater, located
in Greenwood Village, hosts many concerts and events throughout the summer. The Park Meadows Mall offers world
class shopping and dining opportunities.

Services Provided
The Authority is a multi-service Authority providing not only fire suppression and emergency medical services but
also contracts with the State and Federal governments to provide wildland fire suppression services and urban search
and rescue services to the Federal Division of Homeland Security. The Authority is part of a regional Hazardous
Materials team. The Authority is also part of a regional Metropolitan Medical Response System (MMRS) and in that
capacity, provides mass decontamination services to the metropolitan area in the event of a biological terrorist attack
or similar event. Through our Governmental Affairs Division, the Authority provides inspections and plan reviews
for fire safety systems in businesses and developments. They also preform fire investigations and prepare court ready
documentation. Through our Community Services Division we provide educational programs in fire safety to
businesses and schools.
To deal with emergencies, both fire and medical, the Authority’s Operations Division staffs a team of professional
firefighters and paramedics 24 hours a day with skills and equipment necessary to deal with a wide variety of
emergencies. Approximately 144 professional firefighters are certified as Advanced Life Support (ALS) Paramedics,
while 100% of the fire suppression personnel are certified at the Basic Life Support (BLS) level. Under the guidance
of physician advisors, emergency medical service personnel (all of whom are firefighters) maintain a highly certified
skill level through several specialized training programs.
Fire protection and emergency medical services are provided to an estimated population of 279,500 residents along
with any number or non-residents who are visiting the Authority’s area totaling over 295 square miles in Douglas and
Arapahoe counties of Colorado.
Ambulance transport services are provided for medical emergencies that occur within the Authority boundaries. These
services are provided for a fee to the patient.
The Fleet Services Bureau performs fleet maintenance services for the Authority and for other fire departments along
the front-range on a time and materials basis.
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The Training Bureau provides training for our own firefighters as well as for others on a fee basis. The facility is also
rented to other departments for them to conduct their own training.
The Authority supports a non-profit foundation that provides babysitting, CPR, and first aid training, as well as teen
and adult driver training, to citizens. This non-profit organization was formed in 1990 with a donation from the Estate
of Adam and Dorothy Miller. They were school teachers who devoted their lives to the education of students in
Douglas County.
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AUTHORITY MAP
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FINANCIAL STRUCTURE, POLICY AND PROCESS
Budget, Finance, and Business Operations
The Authority follows policies and procedures regarding budget, financial, and business operations in managing and
controlling those areas. The principles, concepts, and practice serve as guidelines to the Authority and provide a basis
for ensuring its financial stability. The policies correlate with the policy and procedure manual and the strategic plan.
The Authority prides itself on being a fire service leader by striving to attain the highest quality fire and rescue services
in an efficient manner.
Operating Budget Policies
South Metro Fire Rescue is committed to providing high quality services to the community at an acceptable level of
taxation. Specific policies that drive the budget preparation are:
The Authority will maintain high service levels in emergency services operations, which include responses to
fire and medical emergencies. These services receive the highest priority for funding. The Authority will avoid
adopting budgetary procedures that result in balancing current operational costs at the expense of future years’
operations.
The Authority will maintain a budgetary control system to ensure compliance with the adopted budget, especially
with regard to State of Colorado Budget Law and will prepare regular reports comparing actual revenues and
expenditures to budgeted amounts. The Board, the Fire Chief, Assistant Chiefs, Bureau/Division managers and
the Coordinators of various programs receive financial reports as needed.
The Budget Process












The Finance Division prepares an annual budget with input from the various divisions, bureaus, and
program coordinators by early September. The budget process is intended to prioritize all competing
requests for the Authority within the expected fiscal restraints. Budget development uses the strategic plan
as a guide to determine program funding.
The draft budget is reviewed by the Executive Team and the resulting document is presented to the Board
of Directors by October 15th per Colorado Budget Law.
A balanced budget is required by Colorado Budget law. A balanced budget is one where the beginning
fund balance plus current revenues is equal to or greater than current expenditures.
The entire budget is reviewed with the Board of Directors at a budget workshop usually in conjunction with
the October board meeting.
A public hearing on the budget is held at the November meeting as per Colorado Budget Law.
The Board of Directors of the Authority passes a resolution to set the mill levies for the Authority and
resolution to adopt the budget and appropriate sums of money for the budget. This must be done so that the
mill levies can be certified to the county commissioners before December 15th as per Colorado Law. The
Board of Directors of the Authority must adopt a budget and appropriate funds before December 31st for
the following budget year. An exception was made in 2018 due to the Authority being a new entity created
on January 1st, 2018. The Authority budget was adopted on January 17th, 2018.
The budget documents are sent to the Colorado Division of Local Government by January 31st of the
budget year. This document must include a budget message and three years of revenue and expenditure
information: one year of actual data, one year of estimated, and the budget for the budget year as per
Colorado law.
The budget is prepared by fund and the Authority is accountable by fund per Colorado law. Any changes
to the budget that will produce spending above the budgeted amount by fund must be made by passing a
resolution and holding a public hearing. Changes within each division or line items can be made at
management’s discretion.
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In conjunction with the budget preparation, the 5-year financial plan is updated with the proposed budgeted
numbers and reviewed with the Board of Directors. This provides the opportunity to evaluate future
revenues and expenditures. Any increase in operating activities as a result of capital purchases in the 5year plan is included in the appropriate fund expenditures. A separate 5-year plan is created for the capital
projects fund with new or major remodels to stations, apparatus replacement and major equipment
purchases.

Budget Amendments
Expenditures may be moved among line items or divisions within a fund. However, any increase in expenditures in
a fund above the budgeted amount or transfers between funds must go through the public hearing, resolution and
appropriation process.
Necessary changes are determined and a public hearing is held. The Board approves a separate resolution and
appropriations if current year budget changes are necessary. This can happen at any time during the year but is usually
done in conjunction with the annual budget process.
Basis of Budgeting and Accounting
The governmental and special revenue fund types are budgeted and accounted for on the modified accrual basis of
accounting whereby revenues are recorded in the accounting period in which they become measurable and available
and expenditures are recorded at the time liabilities are incurred, except interest expense on lease agreements which
is recorded on the accrual basis. All the funds that are budgeted for are also included in the audited financial
statements.
The enterprise and pension trust funds are budgeted on the accrual basis of accounting, whereby revenue is recognized
when earned, and expenses are recognized when incurred.
The basis of accounting described above is in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Budget Schedule for 2018 Budget










July and August
August 25th
September
October 15th
October
December 10th
December 15th
January 17th
January 31st

Begin 2018 Budget; Send Templates to Managers and Coordinate Completion
Preliminary Assessed Value Data from Counties
Executive Review
Draft Due to the Board
Board of Directors Workshop
Final Assessed Values from Counties
Certified Mill Levy to Counties
Budget adopted by Authority Board of Directors
Budget Filed with the State of Colorado

The Budget Document as an Operational Guide
The budget document is developed to serve as the financial plan required to carry out the goals and objectives for the
ensuing fiscal year. It is intended to provide high level financial guidelines for programs and functions within the
Authority.
Funds included in the annual budget document are governmental, enterprise, special revenue, fiduciary trust, and
agency fund types. The governmental funds are the General Fund and the Capital Projects Fund. Enterprise Funds
are the Ambulance Transport Fund and the Building Rental Fund. Special Revenue Funds include SMFR (South
Metro Fire Rescue) and CFPD (Cunningham Fire Protection District) Funds. Fiduciary Funds include the Cherry
Hills Fire Pension Fund which is considered a trust fund. The JACC Fund is an agency fund as it is a pass-through
for income and expenditures based on an agreement between MetCom and the Jefferson and Arapahoe 911 Boards.
The SMFR and CFPD Special Revenue Funds and the Cherry Hills Fire Pension Fund are supported by property tax
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receipts. The Capital Projects Fund is a governmental fund type and the sources of revenues for this fund are transfers
from the General Fund and CFPD Special Revenue Fund and interest income.
Capital expenditures within the Capital Projects Fund were proposed while keeping in mind the effect these items
would have upon operations and operating expenditures. Items budgeted in the Capital Projects Fund are compared
with the long-term capital plan where their replacement and expected lives must be estimated. New equipment or
facilities require operating costs to be included in the operating budget and their impacts are included in the five-year
financial plan.
The Budget as a Financial Plan





















The records for the Authority are kept using Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).
The Authority will maintain at a minimum 25% of the next year’s General Fund budgeted expenditures
as a reserve in the General Fund. This is to maintain continuity of service when the timing of property
tax receipts falls in the second quarter of the year. If the fund balance falls below this level,
expenditures will be reduced in order to bring the balance back into compliance.
The Authority will set fees for services provided by the Life Safety Bureau for plan review and
inspection fees for new construction and remodels, Fireworks stands, and displays and temporary
structures for inspection for safety issues. The fees are based on a comprehensive study of actual costs
associated with the specific work. This study is updated every three years and reviewed annually.
The Authority charges fees for ambulance transport services. The fees are developed by comparison to
other fire departments and the costs of the services provided. Fees are charged for base service, a cost
per mile charge, and fees for various services and supplies. These fees are reviewed annually.
The mill levy of the taxing districts located within the Authority cannot be increased except by a vote
of the people. These are per the TABOR amendment to the Colorado Constitution which limits growth
in revenues on an annual basis. The taxing districts located within the Authority have received voter
approval to be exempt from the growth in revenue limitation.
A mill levy may be assessed in the current year for the previous year’s abatements. An abatement mill
levy will be assessed at the discretion of the Board to recover that lost revenue.
The Authority will maintain an Unrestricted Fund Balance that can be used for future revenue
shortfalls or necessary capital purchases that cannot be funded from current year revenues. This
Unrestricted Fund Balance is reviewed in the preparation of the Five-Year Financial Plan.
Capital Purchases are items with a cost of $5,000 or more and a useful life of three or more years.
The Capital Improvement Plan is a separate schedule of Major Capital Projects under the Capital
Projects Fund. Any associated operating costs are added to the General Fund expenditures or the
appropriate fund based on placement of the asset.
Normal replacement or additions to capital equipment are included in the operating budget.
Normal replacement or additions to the apparatus fleet will be purchased through the Capital Projects
Fund and are subject to life-cycle costing to determine the need for replacement.
Major remodels or new construction of structures are budgeted in the Capital Projects Fund and are
subject to review and analysis by the Facilities Manager, and the need for new fire stations is
determined by call load and response times.
The Authority does not budget for depreciation or the increase in the liability for compensated
absences.
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FUND STRUCTURE
General Fund
This fund accounts for the basic financial operations of the Authority that are not accounted for in other funds.
Sources of Funds:









Transfers from Special Revenue Funds (property tax and specific ownership tax collections)
Interest earnings on investments
Fees for plan reviews, inspections, and permits
Rental of cellular tower and community rooms
Reimbursements for incidents and various services provided to others
Fees charged for dispatch services
Grants awarded
Fees charged for vehicle/apparatus maintenance services provided to outside agencies

Uses of Funds:














Operations
Support Services
Resource Development
Government Affairs
Community Services
Board of Directors
Human Resources
Finance
Plan Reviews and Investigations
Training
Vehicle Maintenance
Metcom/Technology
Buildings and Grounds

The majority of the resources required to fund the operations of the General Fund are derived from Property Taxes
and Specific Ownership Taxes collected in the two Special Revenue Funds (described below) and transferred to the
General Fund.
Capital Projects Fund
This fund accounts for the sources provided and expenditures related to major capital assets having a useful life of
more than three years and dollar value in excess of $5,000.
Sources of Funds:




Interest on Investments
Transfers from the General Fund
Property tax revenue

Use of Funds:


Acquisition of major capital items such as vehicles, equipment and buildings as outlined in the Authority’s
Capital program.
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Cherry Hills Village Pension - Agency Trust Fund
The Pension Trust Fund accounts for the activities related to the accumulation of funds to provide retirement
benefits for the retirees of the former Cherry Hills Village Fire Protection Authority firefighters. The benefits are
paid and the fund assets are managed by the Fire and Police Pension Association of Colorado (FPPA).
Sources of Funds:




Property tax
Specific ownership tax
Interest earnings on investments

Uses of Funds:



Transfers to Fire and Police Pension Association of Colorado (FPPA)
Treasurer’s Fees

Ambulance Transport Fund
The Ambulance Transport Fund was closed in 2017 and transactions related to transports will be accounted for in
the General Fund going forward.
Building Rental Fund
The Building Rental Fund accounts for the operations of the Headquarters Building located at 9195 E. Mineral
Avenue in Centennial, Colorado. A portion of the building is rented to other governments for offices and an
Emergency Operations Center.
Source of Funds:





Rental receipts from the tenants
Interest earnings on investments
Other miscellaneous charges
Rental payments from the General Fund

Uses of Funds:



Building and Grounds Operating Costs
Capital Improvements

Agency Fund – JACC Fund
The JACC Fund is an agency fund as it is a pass-through for revenues and expenditures for an agreement between
MetCom and Arapahoe County 911 Boards.
Sources of Funds:


Reimbursement from E911 Board

Uses of Funds:


Expenses to operate the CAD system

SMFR Special Revenue Fund
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The SMFR Special Revenue Fund is used to account for the collections of the South Metro Fire Rescue Fire
Protection District property tax collections. All property tax and specific ownership taxes collected will be
transferred to the General Fund once a $150,000 minimum fund balance is established.
CFPD Special Revenue Fund
The CFPD Special Revenue Fund is used to account for the collections of the Cunningham Fire Protection District
property tax collections. All property tax and specific ownership taxes collected will be transferred to the General
Fund once a $150,000 minimum fund balance is established.
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SUMMARY OF ALL FUNDS
2016 Actual
BEGINNING FUND BALANCES

$

REVENUES
Property Taxes
Specific Ownership Taxes
Net Investment Earnings
Rental Income
Permit/Plan Review
Reimbursements
Dispatch Fees
Grants
Fleet Fees
Charges for Service
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues
Total funds available
EXPENDITURES
Salaries
Benefits
Operating
Capital Outlay
Insurance
Treasurers Fees
Utilities
Routine Maintenance
Outside Repairs
Administrative Fee
Outside Services
Contribution to Pension Plan
Other
Total Expenditures
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Transfers from Other Funds
Transfers to Other Funds
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
ENDING FUND BALANCES

FUNDS RESERVED FOR:
Emergency Reserves (TABOR)
Prepaid Items
FUNDS DESIGNATED FOR:
Operating Reserve
Capital Reserve
UNDESIGNATED AND UNRESERVED:

54,488,419

2017 Estimated
$

49,542,771

2018 Adopted
$

43,159,449

53,737,957
4,542,980
563,888
1,197,505
1,701,879
544,179
213,426
206,799
4,784,069
1,973,822
69,466,504

54,125,055
5,323,274
575,559
1,010,429
1,709,087
1,212,351
203,885
30,800
256,852
5,026,506
578,011
70,051,809

72,172,841
5,643,407
441,000
976,665
1,830,267
664,000
1,033,952
87,150
40,000
6,570,000
440,500
89,899,782

123,954,923

119,594,580

133,059,231

39,431,339
14,020,187
10,523,809
8,099,303
319,079
807,166
251,602
116,565
72,485
72,000
479,448
201,921
17,248
74,412,152

41,386,239
15,839,001
10,701,380
5,881,054
377,837
811,881
243,791
110,554
131,942
72,000
677,531
201,921
76,435,131

50,008,322
18,740,412
14,742,154
12,870,029
424,693
1,075,701
247,025
159,926
53,600
369,480
214,110
12,209
98,917,661

17,484,978
(17,484,978)
-

76,170,394
(76,170,394)
-

501,806
(501,806)
$

49,542,771

$

43,159,449

$

34,141,570

$

1,855,245
915,610

$

1,730,000
915,610

$

2,600,000
915,610

$

15,573,627
5,351,715
25,846,574
49,542,771

$

16,576,420
11,014,056
12,923,363
43,159,449

$

Forecasted 2018 budget as adopted with 2016 actuals and 2017 estimated
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21,164,664
9,461,296
34,141,570

GENERAL FUND
2016 Actual
BEGINNING FUND BALANCES

$

36,004,713

2017 Estimated
$

36,542,726

2018 Adopted
$

28,768,669

REVENUES
Property Taxes
Specific Ownership Taxes
Net Investment Earnings
Rental Income
Permit/Plan Review
Reimbursements
Dispatch Fees
Grants
Fleet Fees
Charges for Service - Transports
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues

53,545,907
4,528,162
423,816
217,357
1,701,879
544,179
213,426
206,799
1,952,801
63,334,326

53,884,600
5,304,266
475,000
180,000
1,709,087
1,212,351
203,885
30,800
256,852
515,517
63,772,358

400,000
155,000
1,830,267
664,000
1,033,952
87,150
40,000
6,300,000
435,500
10,945,869

Total funds available

99,339,039

100,315,084

39,714,538

EXPENDITURES
Salaries
Benefits
Operating
Capital Outlay
Insurance
Treasurers Fees
Total Expenditures

37,626,888
13,397,557
9,576,531
570,171
319,079
804,281
62,294,507

39,875,983
15,239,104
9,759,848
244,638
377,837
808,269
66,305,679

50,008,322
18,740,412
14,722,154
763,074
424,693
84,658,655

6,122,121
(11,362,857)
(5,240,736)

75,710,965
75,710,965

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Transfers from Other Funds
Transfers to Other Funds
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
ENDING FUND BALANCES

(501,806)
(501,806)
$

36,542,726

$

28,768,669

$

Forecasted 2018 budget as adopted with 2016 actuals and 2017 estimated
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30,766,848

CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
2016 Actual
BEGINNING FUND BALANCES

$

12,434,339

REVENUES
Net Investment Earnings
Total Revenues
Total funds available
EXPENDITURES
Other
Building Projects
Equipment
Vehicles
Total Expenditures

$

$

10,000
10,000

12,563,559

5,361,715

11,024,056

17,248
3,385,420
63,078
3,746,098
7,211,844

1,011,761
981,287
3,317,468
5,310,516

9,953,485
1,530,000
11,483,485

10,962,857
10,962,857

459,429
459,429

5,351,715

$

11,014,056

$

Forecasted 2018 budget as adopted with 2016 actuals and 2017 estimated
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11,014,056

10,000
10,000

$

5,351,715

2018 Adopted

129,220
129,220

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Transfers from Other Funds
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
ENDING FUND BALANCES

2017 Estimated

17

-

CHERRY HILLS PENSION FUND
2016 Actual
BEGINNING FUND BALANCES

$

443,110

2017 Estimated
$

448,375

2018 Adopted
$

508,824

REVENUES
Property Taxes
Specific Ownership Taxes
Net Investment Earnings
Total Revenues

192,050
14,818
3,203
210,071

240,455
19,008
6,519
265,982

245,427
18,407
1,000
264,834

Total funds available

653,181

714,357

773,658

EXPENDITURES
Treasurers Fees
Contribution to Pension Plan
Other
Total Expenditures

2,885
201,921
204,806

3,612
201,921
205,533

3,681
214,110
2,209
220,000

ENDING FUND BALANCES

$

448,375

$

508,824

$

Forecasted 2018 budget as adopted with 2016 actuals and 2017 estimated
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553,658

AMBULANCE FUND
2016 Actual
BEGINNING FUND BALANCES

$

4,142,243

2017 Estimated
$

4,855,667

2018 Adopted
$

-

REVENUES
Charges for Services
Miscellaneous
Net Investment Earnings
Total Revenues

4,210,217
4,210,217

4,442,881
928
54,040
4,497,849

-

Total funds available

8,352,460

9,353,516

-

EXPENDITURES
Salaries
Benefits
Operating
Capital Outlay
Total Expenditures

1,804,451
622,630
927,033
244,485
3,598,599

1,510,256
599,897
917,810
203,432
3,231,395

-

(6,122,121)
(6,122,121)

-

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Transfer from General Fund
Transfer to General Fund
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
ENDING FUND BALANCES

101,806
101,806
$

4,855,667

$

-

$

Forecasted 2018 budget as adopted with 2016 actuals and 2017 estimated
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-

BUILDING RENTAL FUND
2016 Actual
BEGINNING FUND BALANCES

$

1,464,014

2017 Estimated
$

2,157,437

2018 Adopted
$

2,682,807

REVENUES
Rental Income
Net Investment Earnings
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues

980,148
7,649
21,021
1,008,818

830,429
30,000
61,566
921,995

821,665
30,000
5,000
856,665

Total funds available

2,472,832

3,079,432

3,539,472

EXPENDITURES
Operating
Utilities
Outside Services
Routine Maintenance
Outside Repairs
Administrative Fee
Capital Outlay
Total Expenditures

20,245
251,602
92,447
116,565
72,485
72,000
90,051
715,395

23,722
243,791
92,148
110,554
131,942
72,000
122,468
796,625

20,000
247,025
99,480
159,926
53,600
623,470
1,203,501

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Transfer from General Fund
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

400,000
400,000

400,000
400,000

ENDING FUND BALANCES

$

2,157,437

$

2,682,807

$

Forecasted 2018 budget as adopted with 2016 actuals and 2017 estimated
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2,335,971

JACC FUND
2016 Actual
BEGINNING FUND BALANCES

$

-

2017 Estimated
$

186,851

2018 Adopted
$

185,093

REVENUES
Charges for Services
Total Revenues

573,852
573,852

583,625
583,625

270,000
270,000

Total funds available

573,852

770,476

455,093

EXPENDITURES
Outside Services
Total Expenditures

387,001
387,001

585,383
585,383

270,000
270,000

ENDING FUND BALANCES

$

186,851

$

185,093

$

Forecasted 2018 budget as adopted with 2016 actuals and 2017 estimated
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185,093

SMFR SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
2016 Actual
BEGINNING FUND BALANCES

$

-

2017 Estimated
$

-

2018 Adopted
$

-

REVENUES
Property Taxes
Specific Ownership Taxes
Total Revenues

-

-

60,745,685
5,000,000
65,745,685

Total funds available

-

-

65,745,685

EXPENDITURES
Treasurers Fees
Other
Total Expenditures

-

-

911,185
10,000
921,185

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Transfer to General Fund
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

-

-

ENDING FUND BALANCES

$

-

$

-

(64,674,500)
(64,674,500)
$

Forecasted 2018 budget as adopted with 2016 actuals and 2017 estimated
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150,000

CFPD SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
2016 Actual
BEGINNING FUND BALANCES

$

-

2017 Estimated
$

-

2018 Adopted
$

-

REVENUES
Property Taxes
Property Taxes - capital
Specific Ownership Taxes
Total Revenues

-

-

10,722,300
459,429
625,000
11,806,729

Total funds available

-

-

11,806,729

EXPENDITURES
Treasurers Fees
Total Expenditures

-

-

160,835
160,835

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Transfer to General Fund
Transfer to Capital Projects Fund
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

-

-

ENDING FUND BALANCES

-

$

$

-

(11,036,465)
(459,429)
(11,495,894)
$

Forecasted 2018 budget as adopted with 2016 actuals and 2017 estimated
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150,000

BUDGET MESSAGE
Services Provided
The Authority operates under Colorado Revised Statutes, Title 32, as a separate municipal corporation and
is managed by a nine member Board of Directors composed of a Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, Secretary,
Treasurer, and five directors. The Board hires a Fire Chief who serves at the pleasure of the Board to
manage day-to-day operations of the Authority. The Authority is a stand-alone entity and is not part of any
city or town government.
Prior to 2018, the Authority operated as South Metro Fire Rescue Fire Protection District. On January 1,
2018, South Metro Fire Rescue Fire Protection District unified with Cunningham Fire Protection District
(the Districts) to form South Metro/Cunningham Fire Rescue Authority (the Authority). The Authority has
assumed all previous South Metro Fire Rescue Fire Protection District financial structures and two
additional funds have been created to account for the Districts’ property tax collections.
The Authority provides numerous services including fire suppression, fire prevention (through inspections
and plan review), fire investigations, emergency medical care and transport, wildland fire suppression,
urban search and rescue, hazardous materials containment/decontamination services, and aircraft rescue
and firefighting (ARFF) services.
The Authority has activity in the following funds:











General Fund: used to account for the basic financial operations of the Authority that are not
accounted for in other funds
Capital Projects Fund: used to account for capital asset related activity
Cherry Hills Village Pension Fund: agency fund used to account for the activity of retirement
benefits for the former employees of Cherry Hills Village Fire Protection Authority
Ambulance Transport Fund: enterprise fund used to account for the activity of the Authority’s
ambulance transport service. This fund will be closed in 2018 and transport activity will be
accounted for in the General Fund.
Building Rental Fund: enterprise fund used to account for the operations of a Authority owned
building used to house headquarters and other tenants
JACC Fund: Jefferson-Arapahoe Consolidated CAD (JACC) agency fund used to account for the
operations of the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system used regionally by 911 emergency
response centers
SMFR SRF: special revenue fund used to account for the South Metro Fire Rescue property tax
collection
CFPD SRF: special revenue fund used to account for the Cunningham Fire Protection District
property tax collection

The Authority’s budget does not include any component units, nor is the Authority considered a
component unit of any other level of government.
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Financial Highlights
Revenues
The Authority has several revenue sources. Revenues for all funds are illustrated below:
2016 Actual
REVENUES
Property Taxes
Specific Ownership Taxes
Net Investment Earnings
Rental Income
Permit/Plan Review
Reimbursements
Dispatch Fees
Grants
Fleet Fees
Charges for Service
Miscellaneous
Total Revenues

$

$

53,737,957
4,542,980
563,888
1,197,505
1,701,879
544,179
213,426
206,799
4,784,069
1,973,822
69,466,504

2017 Estimated

$

$

54,125,055
5,323,274
575,559
1,010,429
1,709,087
1,212,351
203,885
30,800
256,852
5,026,506
578,011
70,051,809

2018 Adopted

$

$

72,172,841
5,643,407
441,000
976,665
1,830,267
664,000
1,033,952
87,150
40,000
6,570,000
440,500
89,899,782

Note: does not include transfers from other funds

The graph below displays all revenues of the Authority projected in 2018 by source, not including transfers
from other funds.

The major revenue sources of the Authority are property taxes, specific ownership taxes and charges for
service (ambulance transport). The unification of the Districts to create the Authority is responsible for a
large portion of the increased revenue shown in 2018. Due to the high reliance on property taxes for
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operations of the Authority, the uncertainty in the real estate market has a major impact on the Authority’s
revenue stream. The Authority saw increases in assessed values for the 2018 budget year, resulting in an
average increase of property tax revenues by 10.9% as compared to 2017 estimated collections. The
Authority’s Board is aware of possible economic downturns and maintain a conservative but realistic
outlook for future revenues.
Property tax collection is typically budgeted using information provided by the County Assessor’s offices
beginning with preliminary information in August and final information available in December of the
preceding budget year. Although there can be slight variations in collections, the Authority feels confident
that using the County Assessor’s valuations provides us with an accurate budget for property tax revenue.
The following graph displays the property tax collection trend of the Authority (2014-2018 based on actual
collections, 2017 based on estimated collections with 2018 budgeted). Again, the large spike in 2018
collections is related to the unifications of the Districts to create the Authority.

Property Tax Revenues
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Specific ownership taxes are related to the taxes collected from vehicle registrations within the counties.
Fees are assessed and collected at the County level based on the vehicles weight, and the funds are then
distributed to the applicable governments based on a funding formula. This revenue source varies greatly
with economic conditions and needs of Authority residents. The Authority has budgeted the 2018 revenue
based on economic forecasts for vehicle sales in the area. The following graph displays the specific
ownership tax collection trend of the Authority (2014-2016 based on actual collections, 2017 based on
estimated collections with 2018 budgeted).
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Specific Ownership Tax Revenues
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Charges for service revenues are made up of Ambulance Transport services and Jefferson Arapahoe
Consolidated CAD (JACC) services. Ambulance Transport service revenue is based on the number of
transports and the averages for mileage and other services charged for each transport. The number of
transports budgeted in 2018 is 12,000. JACC CAD services revenue was conservatively estimated based
on discussions with staff and historical trends. The following graph displays the charges for service revenue
trend of the Authority (2014-2016 based on actual collections, 2017 based on estimated collections with
2018 budgeted).

Charges for Service
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Other revenue sources budgeted in 2018 include net investment earnings, rents received from tenant space
rental, permit and plan review fees, reimbursements, dispatch fees, fleet fees, and miscellaneous revenue.



Net investment earnings were budgeted using historical data as well as market forecasts prepared
by outside sources.
Rental income was budgeted using a combination of tenant agreements for rental space and cell
tower rental agreements.
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Permit and plan review fees are the fees charged by the Fire Marshal’s office for plan reviews and
inspections of commercial construction within the Authority.
Reimbursement revenue includes reimbursable items such as Urban Search and Rescue (USAR)
services, wildland firefighting services, Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) services and
worker’s compensation reimbursements.
Dispatch fee revenue is related to contracted dispatch services with other local governments
resulting in income to the Authority.
Fleet fees are related to charges for vehicle maintenance services performed for other fire
departments.
Miscellaneous revenue includes items such as tuition collected from community educational
courses and other miscellaneous items.

In total, the above-mentioned revenue sources are projected to increase approximately $20 million over
2017 estimated collections, which is approximately 22.08%.
Expenditures
The Authority has budgeted approximately $99 million of total expenditures for the 2018 budget year. A
combination of expenditures in all funds is illustrated below:
2016 Actual
Salaries
Benefits
Operating
Capital Outlay
Insurance
Treasurers Fees
Utilities
Routine Maintenance
Outside Repairs
Administrative Fee
Outside Services
Contribution to Pension Plan
Other
Total Expenditures

$

$

39,431,339
14,020,187
10,523,809
8,099,303
319,079
807,166
251,602
116,565
72,485
72,000
479,448
201,921
17,248
74,412,152

Note: does not include transfers to other funds
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2017 Estimated
$

$

41,386,239
15,839,001
10,701,380
5,881,054
377,837
811,881
243,791
110,554
131,942
72,000
677,531
201,921
76,435,131

2018 Adopted
$

$

50,008,322
18,740,412
14,742,154
12,870,029
424,693
1,075,701
247,025
159,926
53,600
369,480
214,110
12,209
98,917,661

This graph shows the expenditures for all Funds of the Authority for 2018 by use, not including transfers
to other funds.

Salaries and benefits account for 51% and 19% of the overall expenditure budget in 2018, respectively.
Increases in the 2018 budgeted amounts for these categories are related to the additional staff acquired
during the unification of the Districts, market adjustments to current salaries, modest increases in benefit
costs, and the continued focus on staffing each engine with a four-person crew.
Operating expenses are projected to increase approximately 38% over the 2017 estimated amounts. This
increase is related to the unification of the Districts and the purchases and/or replacement of non-capital
equipment.
Total capital expenditures budgeted for 2018 (approximately $13 million) comprises several projects
including the rebuilding of Station 32, a new training and preparedness building, vehicle
purchase/replacements, remodeling of several locations and various software needs. These projects are in
line with the Authority’s five-year capital replacement plan, and capital projects are prioritized based on
the assets’ remaining lives, the Authority needs, staff recommendations and at the guidance of the Board.
Treasurer’s fees are related to the fee collected by the County during the tax collection process. Other
miscellaneous items include insurance, supplies and equipment, utilities, routine maintenance, outside
repairs, administrative fees and outside services. These categories of expenditures remain relatively
consistent with 2017 estimated amounts.
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Fund Balance and Reserves
The Authority plans on using a significant amount of the accumulated fund balance during 2018 for the
purchase and construction of capital related items. The fund balance has been accumulated over a period
of years for this reason.
As illustrated below, the 2018 budget includes a significant decrease from prior years in relation to ending
fund balance as expected.
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The Authority has provided for an emergency reserve equal to at least 3 percent of the fiscal year spending
for 2018, defined under TABOR. Additionally, the Authority has provided for an operating reserve. The
operating reserve is designated at twenty-five percent of General Fund expenditures, and is in place to
correct any timing issues created by the majority of tax collections occurring after the first quarter of the
year.
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STRATEGIC PLAN
The Authority’s Strategic Plan in its entirety can be found in the appendix. A brief summary is as follows:

Mission
We exist to protect lives and property from all hazards through preparedness, prevention, mitigation and response.

Values
We are committed to the highest level of professionalism and integrity, always striving to do what is right in a fair,
honest, compassionate, courageous, and humble manner.

Strategic Anchors




Concern for our members
Concern for our community
Fiscal responsibility

Vision 2020
To be a best-in-class, all-hazards prevention, mitigation and response organization that supports a safe, healthy,
growing community; a leader in risk reduction, preparedness, service delivery, and operational effectiveness; highly
valued as a community and business partner and as an employer of choice; and well-positioned to proactively meet
the needs of our changing demographic and businesses while maintaining fiscal strength and stability.

Strategic Objectives











High-Value Community & Regional Partnership
o We are recognized as a desirable, competitive service provider successful at building strong
relationships and strategic partnerships that benefit our communities and support our mission.
Exceptional, Innovative Service Delivery
o We are an innovative, competitive service provider committed to maximizing our ability to
anticipate and meet community needs.
Strategic, Sustainable Fiscal Stewardship
o We are a financially healthy, competitive and sustainable organization
Thriving, Healthy Culture
o We are a dynamic, healthy, and productive organization that holds quality community-focused
services as our top priority.
Strong, Adaptive Infrastructure
o We proactively provide viable physical and technical infrastructure and services that consistently
support our strategic vision and operational readiness.
Proactive, Strategic Communications
o We are implementing a highly effective internal and external marketing & communication
philosophy, strategy, and plan that supports our Strategic Objectives
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FIVE YEAR PLAN
The Authority’s dependency on revenue sources outside of the Authority’s control has created the need for financial
planning beyond a one-year budget. The Authority’s Staff has worked with the Board of Directors to develop a
condensed Five Year plan that can adapt to the changes in economic forecasts completed by Staff as well as outside
experts as they become available.
The Plan only includes the General and Capital Projects Funds. Capital Projects and financing options are constantly
evaluated and adjusted based on the needs of the Authority. Items considered in the development of the plan include,
but are not limited to, the adjusted residential assessment rates, economic forecasts, inflation, capital needs, and
operational changes.
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AND PLANNING
Capital Project Budget
Capital expenditures have been defined by the Authority as an expenditure that is over $5,000 per item or project and
has a useful life greater than or equal to three years. The 2018 budget includes capital expenditures in the General
and Capital Projects Funds. Items are accounted for in different funds based on a number of considerations including
frequency and category.
The major capital projects planned in 2018 are the rebuilding of Station 32 and the construction of a Preparedness &
Training Building. The Authority believes that both are essential to maintain the level of service provided to the
public. Other projects planned in 2018 and beyond are detailed below. All changes to operating costs have been
reflected in the General Fund budget, although the expected increased costs associated with the projects are minimal.
There are no expected savings related to the proposed capital projects in 2018.
Capital Projects Fund Planning
The Finance Division has developed a collaborative capital expenditure plan for the Capital Projects Fund by working
with Division leaders. The following table is being used to plan for capital expenditures going forward and will be
updated as the Authority’s needs may change.
2018
Equipment
Servers
Software
General Equipment
Equipment Total

2019

2020

2021

2022

172,000
65,000
526,074
763,074

‐
‐
500,000
500,000

‐
‐
500,000
500,000

‐
‐
500,000
500,000

‐
‐
500,000
500,000

Facilities:
Rebuild Station 32
Preparedness & Training Building
Remodel JSF
Remodel Stations
Facilities Total

7,650,000
2,000,000
196,515
106,970
9,953,485

‐
5,000,000
196,515
78,351
5,274,866

‐
‐
‐
828,555
828,555

‐
‐
‐
450,450
450,450

‐
‐
‐
162,208
162,208

Vehicles:
Vehicles Total

1,530,000

1,000,000

902,000

1,040,000

725,000

12,246,559

6,774,866

2,230,555

1,990,450

1,387,208

Total Capital Projects
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DEBT SUMMARY
The Authority currently has no outstanding debt. The Authority continuously focuses on the best long-term plan for
funding capital projects which may include some sort of debt financing in the future.
The Authority intends to use pay-as-you-go for financing of major capital projects for the immediate future, however,
if considered necessary debt may be issued. The effect of enforcing the pay-as-you-go philosophy for capital projects
on operating budgets is significant reductions in reserves as capital projects are completed. The Authority may only
issue G.O. Bonds by a vote of the registered voters in the Authority. The Authority may issue certificates of
participation (COPs) or capital leases as management determines fiscally responsible and necessary.
Colorado Law requires voter approval for any General Obligation Debt issued. The Authority has no outstanding
G.O. Bonds nor any outstanding authorization. The legal debt margin is 50% of the assessed value for the Authority.
The Authority will confine borrowing to major capital improvements or asset purchases that cannot be funded from
reserve funds and/or current revenues or the refunding of previously issued debt for savings of at least four percent
(4%) of the outstanding debt or for cash flow improvement. The term of the financing will not exceed the useful life
of the project or purchase.
In evaluating debt capacity, general-purpose annual debt service payments should generally not exceed 10% of
General Fund revenues, and in no case, should they exceed 15%. In no event shall the outstanding debt of the
Authority exceed one-half of one percent (.005%) of the net assessed market valuation of the taxable property of the
Authority, as established by the County Assessor. The debt shall be structured to have equal annual debt service
payments over the life of the debt.
Credit enhancement (letters of credit, bond insurance, etc.) may be used, but only when net debt service on the bonds
is reduced by more than the costs of the enhancement.
The Authority will generally conduct financings on a competitive basis. However, negotiated financings may be used
due to market volatility or the use of an unusual or complex financing or security structure.
Computation of Legal Debt Margin
2018 total assessed value
Debt limit at 50% of total assessed value
Amount of debt appicable to debt limit
Less amount available for debt service
Net amount of debt applicable to debt limit
Legal debt margin
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The Authority is dedicated to constantly monitoring performance through a variety of metrics. The following
categories are considered high level measures and ultimately relate to the success of the Authority.
Total responses represent the total amount of calls that the Authority’s responders attended to by year. The increasing
trend of calls per year indicates a greater public need for Authority services.
Total Responses (Includes In District Only)
Public
Assist
Alarms
EMS
Fire
Other
2,354
8,713
263
1,142
2,125
2,367
9,530
248
1,219
2,199
2,275
10,289
303
1,153
2,610
2,156
10,992
370
1,271
2,893
2,145
11,296
383
1,442
3,245
11,297
50,820
1,567
6,227
13,072

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Special
Ops
423
403
132
100
118
1,176

Total
15,020
15,966
16,762
17,782
18,629
84,159

Number of Responses

Total Responses
20,000
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
‐
2013
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Year

Total training hours completed represents the Authority’s commitment to continuing education for Authority
professionals.

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
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Training Hours Completed
Special
Ops
Fire
EMS
Other
41,679
11,158
11,675
499
40,559
15,367
9,006
230
42,276
13,508
9,573
307
47,812
15,953
15,538
732
52,472
16,635
15,612
642
224,798
72,621
61,404
2,410
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Total
65,011
65,162
65,664
80,035
85,361
361,233

Total Training Hours
90,000
80,000

Training Hours
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Average response time represents the amount of time (in seconds) that it takes for the Authority’s responders to
arrive to a call within the Authority’s response area.

Average Response Time (In Seconds) 1st Unit on Scene
Dispatch Turnout Travel
Total
55
58
374
487
2013
53
62
385
500
2014
50
66
378
494
2015
48
68
377
493
2016
49
69
365
483
2017

Average Response Time
505
500

Seconds

495
490
485
480
475
470
2013

2014

2015

Year
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2016

2017

TOTAL EMPLOYEES BY DIVISION
The Authority is planning on adding approximately 25 employees during 2018. The majority of the additions are
related to the possible unification of South Metro with neighboring fire departments and an academy class for new
firefighters planned in 2018. The addition of these firefighters will allow the Authority to continue with 4-person
staffing on all apparatus. Other staffing levels vary between 2016 and 2018 due to a re-organization of the Authority’s
structure and the merger of South Metro and Cunningham fire departments. The Authority’s employee count can be
summarized as follows:

DIVISION
Executive
Operations
Preparedness
Resource Development
Support Services
Government Affairs
Community Services
TOTAL FTE
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Full-Time Equivalent Employees (FTE)
2016
2017
2018
38.28
41.00
14.00
292.00
332.00
385.00
17.72
14.00
10.00
19.75
22.00
51.00
23.00
22.00
26.00
4.00
390.75
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431.00

490.00

EXECUTIVE DIVISION
Overview
The Executive Division includes the Fire Chief and employees specializing in Human Resources, Finance, and
Community Relations. There are 14 employees in the Executive Division in 2017 with plans of adding 1 additional
employee in 2018. The additional employee being added will serve as the Chief Human Resource Officer.
Human Resources
The Human Resources Division oversees all human resources functions within the Authority including talent
management, benefits, compensation, compliance, employee relations, professional development, performance
management and employee recognition.
Finance
The Finance Division provides general accounting, budgeting, payroll, forecasting, and grant administration services
for the Authority. The success of the Finance Division can be measured in several ways including compliance with
financial regulations, service levels to both internal and external customers, and providing complete and accurate
financial information.
Community Relations
Community Relations is highly critical for the Authority. The Authority’s overall strategies to effective
communications include effectively promoting and communicating the Authority’s mission and vision to employees,
partners and stakeholders; cultivating and strengthening relationships with stakeholders, governing bodies,
cooperators, businesses and the community; foster an internal culture that emphasizes and enhances employee health
and safety; and promoting a highly motivated and well-trained workforce.

2017 Accomplishments
Executive Division - Overall











Successfully completed the unification with Cunningham Fire Protection District (CFPD)
Renewed Fire Chief contract expiring 8/1/2017 to provide for sustained executive leadership into the future
Underwent evaluation by ISO and obtained an improved rating
Revised and renewed the Working Agreement with Local 2164
Transitioned board of director meeting packets to an electronic format, eliminating paper copies and improving
transfer of information
Improved board of director access to e-mail communication
Began work sessions for board of director trainings/discussions
Completed station/crew visits meeting with over 90% of our members regarding unification and the Fitness and
Wellness Initiative
Implemented a plan to transition to four-person engines
Initiated and participated in the Unification evaluation process with Littleton Fire Rescue (City of Littleton,
Littleton Fire Protection District & Highlands Ranch Metro District)

Human Resources


Continued to develop the new Human Resources Information System (HRIS) that will provide improved
tracking and reporting capabilities for employee data along with increased efficiencies for managing employee
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status changes, compensation, classification, recruitment, succession planning, performance management and
benefits administration
Worked with Local 2164 and the Hiring Process Committee to create a consistent repeatable hiring process for
Firefighters and Paramedic Firefighters in an effort to meet the Authority’s strategic objective to become an
employer of choice
Through active employee education and providing incentives, the HR bureau was able to increase enrollment in
the High Deductible Health Plan (HDHP) from 7 to 215 which resulted in significant cost savings to the
participating employees and the Authority. Increased employee participation in the HDHP will increase
consumer driven health care which will likely have a significant positive impact on the Authority’s claims
history and ultimately premium costs
Conducted recruitment, selection, hiring and onboarding processes for numerous potions including two
academy classes

Finance






Implemented a new payroll system that will improve payroll accuracies and efficiencies
Implemented a new procurement system that automates the approval process, achieves electronic record
keeping for all payments, and streamlines the accounts payable process resulting in faster payment to suppliers
and greater visibility
Assisted in the successful unification with Cunningham Fire Department
Received the GFOA Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in Financial Reporting for the 2016 CAFR
Prepared the 2017 budget document in compliance with the GFOA budget award guidelines and received the
Distinguished Budget Presentation Award

Community Relations





Increased overall internal communications initiatives to ensure board members, staff, and line personnel are
adequately informed
Partnered with Cunningham Fire Protection District to effectively communicate unification with South Metro
Fire Rescue on Jan. 1st. 2018.
Expanded and enhanced the PIO program by hiring full-time PIO, as well as on-call PIO’s to help support
SMFR’s mission. There were 275 significant incidents in which PIO’s responded to in 2017.
Effectively increased our overall communications from SMFR to ensure community connectivity, which
included:
o Expanding social media presence
o Responding to an increase in media inquiries
o Launching the “Unscripted” video series

2018 Key Initiatives
Executive Division - Overall








Complete the development of a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) share back program with Town of Parker for
Urban Renewal Authority areas
Continue developing leadership and teamwork at the bureau and executive levels
Continue to support a robust Fitness and Wellness Initiative. Implement VO2/MET Testing with a 100% success
rate of all required members achieving a MET score of >10 METs. Develop & initiate an incentive model for
individuals to achieve >12 METs
Continue the inclusion clean-up of properties within Authority borders
Apply for & acquire SAFER Grant funding to support four-person staffing on all 12 Authority engines
Evaluate the feasibility of consolidations with neighboring fire agencies and surrounding communities
Enhance current efforts to strengthen relationships and partnerships with county, municipal & special district
stakeholders
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Complete the board of director reference/training manual
Develop & codify a progressive & successful Diversity Initiative
Develop & codify long range funding model for capital projects (e.g. renovation of & new facilities, apparatus &
major equipment)
Audit several larger fire authorities and incorporate data into Unification process
Finalize the Unification evaluation process with Littleton Fire Rescue District.

Human Resources









Recruit and hire the District’s first Chief Human Resource Officer
Implement various user modules for the Authority’s new HRIS that allows employees and managers to generate
their own status changes such as benefit elections, deductions and personal information changes which will create
increased efficiencies for employees and the Human Resource Division.
Implement online job application which will improve the applicant tracking, screening, correspondence, job offers
and onboarding
Implement a Diversity and Inclusion initiative to increase the diversity of Authority’s workforce and create a
more inclusive work environment
Continue to pursue Culture Initiative
Recruit, select, hire and onboard 20 firefighters and paramedic firefighters
Continue to evaluate best practices and process improvements
Attend conferences and trainings to further enhance departmental knowledge

Finance








Provide Bureau and Division leaders with quarterly meetings targeted towards achieving higher budgeting
accuracy
Develop and execute a sustainable capital improvement plan
Plan for an efficient and effective 2019 unification with Littleton Fire Rescue
Develop and refine finance procedures
Cross train employees, specifically related to payroll operations
Continue to evaluate best practices and process improvements
Attend conferences and trainings to further enhance departmental knowledge

Community Relations




Continue to enhance the PIO program’s robustness as call volume and media inquiries increase.
Focus on internal and external communication as we prepare for unification with Littleton Fire Rescue.
Continue to focus on effectively and proactively communicating stories to the public, media, local governments
and other public safety organizations so that we may promote SMFR’s mission, values and positive image.
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OPERATIONS DIVISION
Overview
The Operations Division is responsible for management and deployment of all personnel, apparatus and equipment to
provide emergency services to the Authority including Suppression, EMS, Special Operations and Training.
The success of the Operations Division is measured in several ways including meeting Accreditation and ISO
standards for response times, minimum staffing, and number and types of apparatus to meet critical tasks of specific
types of emergency incidents.
During 2017, the Operations Division experienced several notable changes among them were: The Training Bureau
was moved back under the leadership of Operations from the Preparedness Division, the department received an ISO
rating overall of a 1 and received a score of 1 in hauled water which is unpresented in the Fire Service. Other notable
challenges were preparing for unification with Cunningham Protection District, an unfortunate Line of Duty Death
and the closure of Station 32 for nine months while the new station was constructed. Looking forward to 2018, the
Operations staffing goals toward a 4-person staffing model on engines and changing the staffing model from a ratio
of 3.5 to that of 3.75 will present both a financial and recruiting challenge. One academy of new recruits in the fall of
2018 will add 20 to 25 FTE’s to the division. Finally, the Operations Division will be preparing for a Unification with
Littleton Fire Rescue adding another 150 personnel to the Department, adding 9 stations and approx. 100 sq. miles to
SMFR’s District

2017 Accomplishments
2017 Highlights:






















100% of formal customer complaints handled efficiently and professionally within 10 days or less
Transitioned Special Operation planning and coordination out of the Preparedness Division back into
Operations Division
Established an effective Pre-operations relationship and communication path to ensure high response, planning
and training standards
Improved succession planning in the Operations Division with formal development and instruction given to the
Lieutenant, Captain and Battalion Chief ranks
Continued to evaluate changes in automatic and mutual aid with bordering agencies Especially with Aurora Fire
Department
Evaluated various models to continue to provide the highest level of customer service with the anticipated
changes
Promoted several individuals to all ranked positions including Engineer, Paramedic, Lieutenant, Captain and
Battalion Chief levels
Continued to adjust response coverage with the closure and rebuilding of Station 32
Began the mentoring, coaching, development philosophy discussion with promoted officer ranks
Explored and evaluated staffing software TeleStaff.
Continued to address and implement Accreditation Peer Review Assessor recommendations
Prepare for Cunningham Unification scheduled to be implemented January 1st of 2018
Continued to evaluate wellness standards for line members
Implemented Station 32 closure response plan
Worked with LFR to help cover 40’s response area
Completed future station analysis
Completed update of SOG’s and Operations Policies
Implemented 4-person Engine staffing plan
Established appropriate staffing model (3.5 vs 3.75)
Continued to develop the Staffing/Special Operations position as well as the Operations group in general
Supported the Wellness initiatives for line firefighters
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Continued to nurture positive working relations with our surrounding partners
Continued to explore different deployment, staffing, and Operations Division organizational structure as a result
of a potential unification with Littleton Fire Rescue
Implemented a Paramedic recruiting and hiring plan

EMS



















2 EMS Bureau personnel completed Certified Ambulance Compliance Officer training and certification testing
6 EMS Bureau personnel completed Community Paramedic training program
2 EMS Bureau personnel obtained IBSC and Colorado Community Paramedic Licensure
3 EMS Bureau personnel completed Just Culture Champion certification
Quality Management Coordinator completed Certified Ambulance Documentation Specialist program
Revised ambulance billing and reporting procedures
Transitioned SMFR and CHFPD to new 3rd party billing company
Conducted ARM Car feasibility study at WMFR
Partnered with DCSO, CRFPD and Douglas County Mental Health in Community Response Team
Conducted Field Instructor Academy and promoted 11 Field Instructors
Conducted Paramedic Hiring Practical Assessment
Developed and deployed Paramedic recruiting plan and promotional materials to EMS state and out-of-state
conferences
Developed online orientation program for prospective Paramedic candidates
Awarded American Heart Gold achievement award for recognition and treatment of Cardiac Emergencies
36 Paramedics participated in a 6-month Institutional Review Board (IRB) research study on Paramedic
Ultrasound Hand Motion Predictive Analysis in conjunction with Rocky Vista Medical School
Partnered with CORHIO Health Information Exchange and CDPHE to draft legislation to include all prehospital electronic patient care records to be included in the Community Health Record
Remounted 3 Medic Units and purchased 2 power load systems.
Converted all Medic Unit Narcotic safes to WIFI capable

Special Operations
















Transitioned Special Operation planning and coordination out of the Preparedness Division back into
Operations Division
Combined Special Operations and staffing under one position. This realignment was accomplished without
adding any FTE’s
Evaluated OS&DP models to continue to provide the highest level of customer service with the anticipated
changes
Continue to address Accreditation Peer Review Assessor recommendations
Began revision of Special Operations SOG’s and policies
Began Unification talks with Littleton and Cunningham Fire
Took delivery of two new Type 6 Wildland Engines and one Type 3 Wildland Engine
Took delivery of one new Dive Boat to provide a better platform to perform emergency dive operations
Purchased a new “FLIR” system for Red 3 (Station 44) to enhance ARFF Operations at Centennial Airport
Successfully completed a multi-night interagency FAA response drill to demonstrate our ability to respond and
manage aircraft incidents at Centennial Airport
Purchased a replacement “AREARAE” system to continue to provide the ability to provide air monitoring and
plume modeling during hazardous material incidents, over a large area
Reestablished a Bike Paramedic Program to aid in providing a timely medical response to special events that
pose a higher risk to the public and inhibit normal responses
Assisted the Preparedness Bureau with developing and the initial implementation of enhanced Wildland Initial
Attack Preplans
Assisted the Training Bureau by providing multifaceted Special Operations training to all line members and
team members to maintain required certifications and qualifications, as well as providing incident command
training and risk management training
Transitioned five specialty teams under Operations
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Facilitated the development of a bureau plan for all functions under the new EMSOG Bureau
Planned for emergency responses for special events within the Authority’s jurisdiction to include:
o 4th of July
o Fiddlers Green Concerts
o Weather Emergencies
Delivered or participated in Active Shooter Training/Drills:
o Ballistic Training
o CTC Training
o Multi Company Active Shooter Training Drills

Training Bureau








Conducted two 16-week Recruit Academies and graduated 40 new firefighters
Conducted a Captains promotional exam
Conducted a Battalion Chief promotional exam
Conducted a Lieutenant Academy
Training hours include:
o Fire - 52,472
o Special Ops - 16,635
o EMS - 15,612
o Other - 642
o Total hours - 85,361
Merged Training Bureaus with Cunningham Fire and began consolidated training

2018 Key Initiatives
Operations Division - Overall





















No Line of Duty Deaths keep significant fire ground injuries at zero
Handle 100% of formal customer complaints efficiently and professionally within 10 days or less
Continue the succession planning and development process that began in 2015 to ensure benefit to the
organization and individuals to meet current and future staffing and professional demands
Develop a future vision and plan for the SMFR’s facilities in conjunction with the Facilities Bureau
Evaluate models to increase efficiencies that directly increase unit availability
Maintain progress toward ISO, Reaccreditation, Strategic Planning and Standards of Cover related to the
Operations Division
Continue to address and implement Accreditation Peer Review Assessor recommendations
Restructure special group’s management and coordinate certain functions with Logistics
Continue to evaluate response and coverage with the closure/rebuild of Station 32
Continue the mentoring, coaching, development roll out with promoted officer ranks and manage for
accountability and follow through
Establish appropriate staffing model (3.5 vs 3.75)
Continue to develop the Operations group in general
Support the Wellness initiatives for line firefighters
Continue to nurture positive working relations with our surrounding partners
Continue to explore different deployment, staffing, and Operations Division organizational structure due to a
potential unification with Littleton Fire
Complete a GAP Analysis for Operations in preparation for potential Unification with LFR
Continue to separate staffing and Special Operation by adding a Staffing Chief position
Implement TeleStaff staffing software
Implement the Cancer Imitative
Continue working towards 4-person staffing model on the District’s Engines

EMS
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Conduct two Paramedic Hiring Assessment Centers
All EMS Bureau Personnel attend 2nd phase Lean training (Lean Documents and Configuration of Master
records)
Certify 2 EMS personnel as Certified Medical Compliance Officers
Complete deployment of Colorado’s first Field Ultrasound Program
Produce Feasibility Study for the Authority’s Paramedic School in conjunction with Rocky Vista School of
Medicine
Train 11 LFR personnel on EMS Sim Lab operation
Send 6 firefighters to Paramedic School
Conduct EMS Supervisor promotional testing
Conduct Field Instructor promotional interviews
Conduct Field Instructor academy
Finalize contract for Medical Director
Review, update and codify EMS SOG’s and Policies and Procedures
Complete contract to purchase Power Load systems for remaining EMS fleet
Standardize EMS equipment for all SMFR and LFR apparatus
Replace Medic Units that fall outside SMFR vehicle replacement program
Complete Repower replacement of 3 Medic Units
Evaluate Medic Unit deployment and staffing model
Develop and implement EMS Career Path

Special Operations
























Maintain progress of Reaccreditation, Strategic Planning and Standards of Cover related to Special Operations
Continue review and update of Special Operations SOG’s and Policies
Separate and develop Staffing Chief and Special Operations Chief positions
Continue to explore different Special Operations deployment models, and Special Operations organizational
structure as a result of a potential unification with Littleton Fire
Complete gap analysis for unification with Littleton Fire Rescue, as well as budgeting/strategic planning for
2019
Purchase and take delivery of two new Type 6 Wildland Engines and continue to upgrade current Type 6
engines with MDT/MDC’s with the objective of standardizing to an all “crew cab” model for Type 6 engines, in
addition to the ongoing replacement of wildland apparatus
Continue to evaluate and develop OS&DP models that support an effective all-hazards response
Continue to provide Special Operations personnel and other operational personnel with state of the art
equipment and apparatus to conduct operations safely and effectively
Continue to support our interagency partners at the county, state, and federal level
Continue to provide training to team members and other line operational staff to maintain currency, as well as
for development and safety purposes
Continue to conduct, as well as participate in practical drills/tabletops to ensure readiness
Continue to support Douglas and Arapahoe County Sheriff Offices, OEM’s, IMT’s, and DFPC with interagency
operations.
Develop and implement standardized SOG’s and training for law enforcement/active shooter incidents
Continue to support the Training Bureau with command officer, recruit training, and line training related to
Special Operations
Continue to develop interagency communication plans
Continue to develop comprehensive emergency plans for target hazard subdivisions, in conjunction with the
continued implementation of the authority’s CWPP
Continue to support staffing and equipment goals at designated Special Operations stations
Enhance emergency response planning and deployment for special events within the Authority’s jurisdiction
Evaluate/expand SWAT Medic program for ACSO team, as well as continued support to DCSO
Evaluate expanding SWAT Paramedic program to Littleton PD
Provide body armor and support equipment to all riding positions
Implement new Snow Cat training program
Implement new ARFF training standards to support Centennial Airport and high profile partners (Sierra Nevada
and other Military assets) operating at the airport for interagency accreditation purposes.
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Continue to develop fire aviation, including drone operations, firing operations, heavy equipment operations,
hand crew operations, and wildland saw operations training to current team members, as well as looking for
opportunities to expand training to all line members
Continue to develop and support the “Metro Strike Team/Task Force” concept
Continue to enhance mobilization procedures to interagency incidents
Continue to expand technical rescue training to tower companies, as well as all line personnel
Continue to enhance hazmat operations training for all line members
Continue to enhance water rescue operations to all line members and enhance swift water rescue capability
Continue to support the Federal USAR program
Continue to evaluate and enhance command team concept and incident support concepts (IST/IDT) in support
of large scale/complex incidents
Continue to enhance training to all line members in all Special Operations functions as part of a greater all
hazards response initiative

Training











Conduct consolidated Engineer and Lieutenant Testing
Conduct one recruit academy
Consolidate Training Bureaus with Littleton Fire
Joint line training with Littleton Fire prior to the 2018 consolidation
Continue to provide IC certification for more acting officers through our Blue Card certification program
Deliver orientation programs to the Cunningham Officers and Engineers
Conduct active shooter, rural water supply, wildland interface, bailout, and fire dynamics training to all line
employees
Continue to support professional development
Provide training to our law enforcement partners to eliminate inefficiencies
Stay abreast of the latest fire research and utilize the lessons learned in the laboratory in our training
programs
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SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION
Overview
The Support Services Division includes MetCom, Fleet, and Logistics functions for the Authority. The Assistant Chief
of Support Services sets direction for these three bureaus and directly supervises the directors of each bureau. The
Assistant Chief is supported by a Division Assistant.
The Director of MetCom, supported by a Bureau Assistant, oversees three primary functions and directly supervises
the managers of these functions. These include the Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP), GIS/Analytics, and
Technology.
 MetCom staffing accommodates an incident load of 45,000 calls annually and leadership consists of a
Communications Operations Manager and three dispatch shifts staffed with a Supervisor, Lead Dispatcher
and 5 Dispatchers for a total of 21 dispatchers and 7 part-time dispatchers who constitute operational
personnel.
 GIS/Analytics consists of a GIS Manager, two GIS Specialist and a Fire Service Data Analyst.
 The IT department currently consists of an IT Manager and six technology professionals. In 2018, IT will
be adding a software support administrator. A needs assessment is being completed to suggest staffing
increases to meet the IT needs driven by unification.
The Fleet Bureau Chief, supported by a part-time Bureau Assistant, supervises a Shop Operations Supervisor and
Parts Manager. The Fleet Bureau maintains and repairs 173 vehicles and 236 ancillary pieces of equipment directly
supporting operational response. Core staffing consists of a Bureau Chief, a Shop Supervisor, and seven apparatus
mechanics, one of whom serves as a lead mechanic. An additional parts employee is budgeted to be filled mid-year.
The Logistics Bureau is dedicated to building and sustaining a complete supply chain for each of our primary areas
and strive to do so in a cost-effective manner The Logistics Manager, supported by a part-time Bureau Assistant,
supports the mission of the department through supply chain management for four major functions, namely personal
protective equipment (PPE), uniforms, Emergency Medical Services (EMS) supplies, and station/facility supplies.
Logistics is currently staffed by three Logistics Technicians. In 2018, Logistics will be adding two additional fulltime staff.
The success of the Division can be measured by meeting and exceeding industry standards and reliability and
availability of equipment, systems, and supplies for internal and external customers throughout the District. The
success of MetCom is measured in several ways which include exceeding NFPA 1221 call processing time standards,
maintaining accreditation through the International Academy of Emergency Dispatch and earning the continued
respect of our partner agencies through a high level of customer service and professionalism. The success of the
Information Technology Bureau is reflected through the improved intra-departmental relations, usability and
dependability of the systems, and reiterated appreciation from the end users. The success of the Logistics Bureau will
be measured by the satisfaction of our customers, the ability to stay within budget, and to acquire needed supplies in
a timely manner. The year ahead is filled with enthusiasm as the Division has new leadership at the assistant chief
and logistics manager positions. Additionally, each bureau is experiencing growth and change in organizational
structure. A spirit of cooperation and collaboration is evident at all levels as the division embraces the challenges in
the coming year.
2017 brought several operational challenges and changes to each of the bureaus comprising Support Services. MetCom
expanded its dispatching customer base with the largest increases being attributed to assuming dispatch responsibility
for Cunningham and Littleton fire departments. Logistics operated with short staffing due to several retirements and
re-assignments. Fleet completed an upgrade to their 20 year-old RMS system to a web based solution, and also added
ten additional pieces of new apparatus and retrofitted one medic unit to the District’s fleet.
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2017 Accomplishments
MetCom
 MetCom is a secondary public safety answering point (PSAP) providing fire and medical dispatch services to
eight fire service organizations covering approximately 1,600 square miles in Adams, Arapahoe, Douglas and
Jefferson Counties. In January 2007 MetCom became the only civilian PSAP in Colorado to operate on a
modified Kelly 24-hour shift schedule.
 GIS/Analytics provides support to the District as well as West Metro Fire Department for supporting fire
operations, ISO ratings, accreditation and station analysis. Starting in 2017, GIS/Analytics expanded its role to
include all CAD-based GIS work for the Arapahoe Consolidated Law Enforcement CAD which supports five law
enforcement dispatch centers in Arapahoe County.
 The Information Technology (IT) Bureau has worked diligently to make major improvements in the District’s
data security, user experience, and disaster preparedness. IT handles all the technical systems for the District to
include servers, workstations, telecommunications, wide area networks, local area networks, data and building
security, critical 911 dispatch systems, audio visual tools, radios, and radio towers.
Fleet
 Fleet has achieved preventative maintenance performance levels within a 90 day window of the intended goal.
 Fleet has improved mechanic’s productivity and efficiency by continuing to develop a vehicle parts lean business
model. The MATRIX system now provides a fluid dispensing report per vehicle, individual user, or by product
for proper billing purposes.
 The bureau has initiated Mobile Station Tours to fire stations increasing work load efficiency
 In 2017, purchased the following new units: (2) Type 6 wildland apparatus; (1) Pierce PUC; (1) Pierce midmount tower; (2) FDO Wildland; (2) pumpers; (1) remount medic; (1) new medic; (1) IDT Truck
 Refurbished one PL Custom medic. Due to the durability of the medic bodies it proves to be much more cost
efficient, reduces delivery time and improves patient care. This will be a cost-saving measure applied to future
medic units nearing the end of their useful life.
Logistics
 Completed an analysis of business processes and provided recommendations for staffing and technology to the
SMFR executive staff
 Developed and supported the Authority by outfitting Cunningham Fire Personnel and Stations with necessary
supplies, uniforms and personal protective equipment.
 Supported two full academy classes.

2018 Key Initiatives
Overall Initiatives:
 Strengthening and training of leadership team of the Division
 Preparation for the integration of additional personnel, facilities, equipment, and apparatus into the Authority on
1/1/2019
 Consistent and sustained improvements to all Support Services bureaus.
MetCom
 IDT members gaining new qualifications at the state wildland fire academy
 Successfully respond to double the call volume for our Incident Dispatch Team and develop new members in
support of the success of the team.
 Create contracts with Arapahoe County for MSAG support
 Automated scheme standardization for outside GIS resources
 Improve network security at the end user level by implementing advanced authentication systems. (two factor
authentication)
 Implement new Fire RMS software
 Implement new Telestaff roster software
 Complete integration of UltiPro to ancillary applications
 Continue implementation of additional HR/Payroll RMS software modules
 Successfully merge Cunningham Fire Department’s IT infrastructure with SMFR’s
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Successfully merge Littleton Fire’s IT infrastructure with SMFR’s.
Add software support administrator for the Accella program.

Fleet
 Provide online maintenance and repair request capabilities for internal and external customers through FASTER
Customer Portal Web system.
 Add one additional parts person.
Logistics
 Spec and implement an effective and sustainable inventory management and order tracking software system.
 Build and implement a Logistics online store front
 Open a physical store for employees to get required uniform and personal protective equipment needs within
policy.
 Budget and hire additional FTE’s to address the increased demand on Logistics with the addition of LFR to the
Authority and any additional roles and responsibilities therein.
 Plan and implement handling mail delivery to all district facilities
 Prepare staff and supply caches to support large scale incidents
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RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
Overview
The Resource Development Division provides Administrative, Facilities, and Wellness services to the Authority. The
Division is supervised by an Assistant Chief supported by a Division Assistant. Risk Management oversight and office
administration are provided at this level.
A Facilities Manager, Maintenance Technician and Property Manager maintain, upgrade and make repairs to the
District’s 24 separate buildings.
The Wellness program delivers a full range of medical, health and fitness, and administrative workers compensation
services to all employees. The program is aimed towards promoting wellness and fitness including, but not limited
to, cardiovascular fitness, muscular strength, body composition, flexibility/mobility, and injury/illness care and
prevention. Wellness consists of a Wellness Director, athletic trainers, strength and conditioning coaches, physical
therapists, and a volunteer muscle activation specialist and a work comp administrator.
The success of the Resource Development Division can be measured by the availability, condition and reliability of
its equipment, supplies, and facilities, and operational personnel’s physical fitness level necessary to meet the
operational requirements of the Authority. Metrics may include established national, industry standards, or
organizational benchmarks.
2017 brought several operational challenges and changes to each of the Bureaus comprising Resource Development.
Wellness continued to implement the 12 MET fitness standard for all line personnel. Facilities completed rebuilding
and reoccupation of Station 31 and began construction of Station 32. The inclusion of Cunningham’s 5 facilities and
60 firefighters will increase the challenges faced by both Wellness and Facilities.

2017 Accomplishments







Continued green initiatives to save on utility costs: LED savings in the Headquarters building of $18,000
annually
Remodels of functional areas at Stations 40, 42, 43, and 44
Continued support of the District’s goal of all firefighters achieving a fitness level of 12 METs level (Metabolic
Equivalent of Tasks)
Replaced 18 treadmills at all District locations in support of MET fitness goal
Added a part time physical therapist, muscle activation specialist, and a chiropractor (contracted) to help
facilitate the highest level of care
Wellness Manager focusing on Worker Comp/Disability administration position created

2018 Key Initiatives









Bureau level analysis and reporting on Unification feasibility and potential implementation
Complete design and Board approval of a new Preparedness Building and begin construction by the 3rd quarter,
providing space for JSF Staff/Academy fitness, and EMS and Command Training Simulator labs
Partial remodel of the Mineral Headquarters building to provide space needed for expanding services
Begin Construction of Station 32 first quarter, and complete construction 4th quarter.
Actively manage Workers Comp claims to reduce time frames for care, and overall cost
Hire Fitness /Wellness Assistant; to focus on development and comprehensive strength and conditioning program
for line and academy members
Provide resources and education necessary to assist in 100% pass rate for line members for VO2 max testing
Provide Wellness support for all staff. Continue to foster and support a healthy lifestyle culture throughout the
organization
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS DIVISION
Overview
The Government Affairs Division assists with maintaining connectivity and quality relations with the cities and
counties we protect, including their management and elected officials. Similarly, the division assists the Fire Chief
with the activities related to our boards of directors, including meetings and board/management relations. Strategic
growth (including the processes, analysis, and negotiations related to regional partnerships/agreements, mergers,
inclusions, and exclusions) is also supported by the division. There are two main functions included in the division –
The Fire Marshal’s Office and Strategic Services.




The Fire Marshal’s Office provides regulatory services (permitting, inspections, code compliance,
investigations), supports the economic development of the region, and enhances partnerships with similar
agencies and organizations. The office also oversees the organization’s preplanning and youth firesetting
intervention programs.
Strategic Services supports the analysis, documentation and processes related to accreditation, ISO, strategic
growth, deployment modeling, data integrity, and other activities that support SMFR’s pursuit of constant
improvement. This includes short- and long-term planning, research and analysis, along with project
management. Accredited status with the Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI) is
maintained with the assistance of an Accreditation Manager position.

2017 Accomplishments
Administration:







Supported the evaluation, documentation, and negotiation of the unification of South Metro, Cunningham and
Littleton.
Supported the successful implementation of unification between South Metro and Cunningham.
Completed a board of director reference/training manual.
Successfully reached agreement with Cunningham Fire District on fire dispatching services and began
dispatching service in December 2017.
Successfully reached agreement with Littleton Fire Rescue on fire dispatching services and began dispatching
service in December 2017.
Completed the successful inclusion of several parcels of land in the Station 40 area.

Fire Marshal’s Office:








The Code Compliance Section overcame instability in staffing, including an ultimate reduction in minimal
section staffing, throughout the year to meet the section’s goals of completing all the assigned primary
inspections within the year. This is the second year of achieving this goal since the inception of the code
compliance program. Of the 1,081 total follow-up inspections, only 43 were carried over to be completed in
2018.
Implemented a new program to complete confidence testing/inspection, testing, and maintenance of all fire
protection systems within commercial buildings as a part of our overall risk based code compliance inspection
program. At the end of 2017, performance indicates on track to meet performance benchmark.
The Development and Construction Section maintained 5-day plan review turnaround in the 90th percentile
consistently throughout the year. This achievement is unprecedented in the region compared to organizations
with similar workload.
The Development and Construction Section modified their referral plan review benchmark to be incorporated
into the 5-day turnaround time in the 90th percentile. This modification was incorporated in the third quarter, so
the data revealed a 14-day turnaround in the 90th. However, we have seen consistent 5-day performance in the
last half of 2017.
The Development and Construction Section performed next-day construction inspections 100% of the time.
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Through collaborative efforts throughout both organizations, we created the newly branded Fire Marshal’s
Office through the combination of South Metro’s Life Safety Bureau and Cunningham’s Fire Prevention
Bureau. This was a complex and comprehensive process lasting several months.
Created and implemented a new, fulltime investigator position to be placed in service 01 January 2018. This
included enhancing the overall investigation program to include a redirection of the section’s job duties and
expectations.
The Youth Firesetting Program successfully created a regional model of collaboration among several front
range agencies to create a grander risk reduction effort across jurisdiction boundaries.
Implemented an Accela interface to create pre-plan fact sheets utilizing building occupancy information from
the Accela database. This also included a process to provide the fact sheets via the mobile server and accessible
via field MDT’s.
The 2015 Edition of the International Fire Code, with mostly standard amendments, has been adopted in all
jurisdictions, but two.

Strategic Services:







Cunningham Fire District participated in Insurance Services Office (ISO) review and received ISO 1 rating.
SMFR participated in Insurance Services Office (ISO) review and received and ISO 1 rating.
Completed the analysis of future fire stations needs in the Lone Tree/Parker southern areas and Highlands
Ranch.
Necessary updates to the Accreditation files were completed.
The Annual Compliance Report for 2016 was reported, accepted and approved by CFAI.
Monthly NFIRS reporting data was checked and reported to both the State Division of Fire Prevention and
Control, as well as, the National Fire Incident Reporting System.

2018 Key Initiatives
Administration:









Assist with the successful completion of elections in Highlands Ranch and Littleton District related to the
inclusion into South Metro.
Support the negotiations and potential implementation and elections related to the unification with the City of
Littleton.
Assist with the successful completion of elections related to the board of directors.
Complete the negotiations with Dove Hill and other areas looking to contract or include into South Metro.
Support the continued orientation and training of board members through strategic topics at board meetings and
workshops to define and improve board/management roles and relations.
Assist management and the board of directors with the strategy for pursuing contracts or inclusions to serve
areas inside or outside borders.
Administer the Regional Fire Code Board of Appeals including filling vacancies, training new board members,
and updating agreements.
Complete final negotiations related to future fire station land.

Fire Marshal’s Office:






Assist with the hiring and onboarding of the Accela Developer position.
Work with the new Accela Developer to prioritize Accela enhancement projects and initiate completing those
projects collaboratively with the developer.
Complete our confidence testing/inspection, testing, maintenance verification within the 18-month performance
benchmark.
Continue to meet plan review 5-day turnaround in the 90th percentile benchmark, as well as, meet 100% nextday construction inspections.
Complete all assigned code compliance primary inspections.
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Collaboratively work with Arapahoe County, South Metro IT, and other partners to fully implement our
procured investigation case management software.
Collaboratively strive to fully combine Littleton Fire Rescue’s Fire Prevention Division and South Metro’s Fire
Marshal’s Office to provide a full-service fire marshal’s office in the unified organization by 01 January 2019.
Collaboratively identify key initiatives and/or projects occurring within the Littleton Fire Rescue jurisdiction to
work jointly with LFR staff in anticipation of future endeavors.
Collaboratively work with the various jurisdictions to successfully adopt the 2018 Edition of the International
Fire Code. It is anticipated the cities of Lone Tree, Greenwood Village, and the town of Parker will be
undergoing the adoption process in 2018 for a 2019 implementation.
Complete the pre-plan program analysis working with the third-party consultant. Once complete, identify
solutions to the identified gaps and challenges and work to implement those solutions.
Implement a formal appraisal process of all programs and work activities within the fire marshal’s office. Work
to find gaps and challenges in our programs and processes attempting to reduce risk and create efficiencies.
Continue to collaborate with stakeholders, including the various city and county officials, homebuilders, special
interest groups, and building departments, to successfully implement residential fire sprinkler legislation on the
local level.

Strategic Services:














Support the Insurance Services Office (ISO) evaluation of the combined District to maintain ISO 1 rating.
Evaluate the impacts of unifying with Littleton Fire Rescue on ISO and work with staff to address any identified
needs.
Provide assistance and implementation oversight for the Littleton Fire Rescue unification process.
Purchase and implement FireView software as a planning tool for Strategic Services.
Continue inclusion process for No Man’s Land areas within the service area of the District.
Assist with the final determination of the future Highlands Ranch fire station location.
Assist with the final determination of future fire stations in Sterling Ranch and other areas of growth in the
southern region.
Review trends on past risk reduction initiative such as; false alarms, wildfire, and general fire cause and
coordinate the implementation of new risk reduction initiatives.
Fill the Accreditation Manager vacancy.
Maintain SMFRA’s accredited status through the Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI).
Through Annual Compliance Reporting process, update SMFRA documents to version 9 of the Fire and
Emergency Self-Assessment Manual (FESSAM).
Begin preparing for successful reaccreditation within 18 months of unifying with Littleton Fire Rescue.
Continue to evaluate monthly NFIRS data and report information to the State of Colorado Division of Fire
Prevention and Control, as well as, to the National Fire Incident Reporting System.
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COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
Overview
The Community Services Division provides education, training, planning, and analysis functions to the Authority.
The division is comprised of three distinct bureaus; namely, Community Events, Emergency Planning and
Compliance, and Community Risk Reduction. The Assistant Chief of Community Services oversees the bureaus in
addition to directly supervising the Community Risk Reduction Specialists. The Division coordinates activities with
the Executive Director of the South Metro Life Safety Foundation, a standalone 501(c)3 corporation which oversees
collateral programs supporting the mission of the Authority.

2017 Accomplishments






Facilitate neighborhood mitigation planning in high-risk wildland urban interface neighborhoods
Facilitate weekly child safety seat checks
Expand educational classes and trainings for CORRP facilities
Hosted quarterly Safety Warden train-the-trainer seminars
Empowered High School students to take on teen driving issues in targeted areas on a student to student lead
basis.

2018 Key Initiatives










Integrate wildfire mitigation specialists into neighborhood mitigation planning process
Expand CORRP risk reduction model to medical office buildings
Provide risk management, emergency planning and education to assisted living centers
Collaborate with Training Bureau to integrate community risk reduction perspective into line training courses as
needed
Conduct presentations and observations at local high schools to address teen motor vehicle crash trend
Starting a multi-family class working towards eliminating fires in multi-family homes
Continue current open house schedule
Product marketing information to promote Authority services
Increased interaction of emergency management with our County, Municipal and District partners
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Glossary
Accella – software system used to facilitate the permit and inspection process
ACSO - Arapahoe County Sheriff Office
ALS – Advanced Life Support, Medical Service delivered by EMT-Paramedic in the prehospital setting. This includes
the ability to deliver emergency advanced airway procedures, emergency medications and treat emergency cardiac
events.
APCO – APCO International (or the Association of Public-Safety Communication Officials International) is the
world’s largest and oldest not-for-profit professional organization dedicated to the enhancement of public safety
communications
APO – Advanced Planning and Optimizer; set of software applications used for supply chain management
AREARAE – A portable multi-gas monitor that provides real-time measurements and activates alarm signals when
exposure exceeds preset limits
ARFF – Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting services
ARM – Advanced Resource Medic
Assessed Valuation - the value of a property based on a percentage of actual value that serves as the basis for tax
calculations.
Battalion Chief (BC) – is responsible for the management of all line personnel on duty during a given shift. This
position provides emergency responses to the public by ensuring proper selection and training of personnel and the
proper functioning of equipment. Duties also include responsibilities for all stations on a given shift as well as
completion of special projects and functional assignments.
BLS – Basic Life Support, Medical Service provided in the pre-hospital setting with no advanced care.
Blue Card Certification - A nationally recognized curriculum used to certify local Incident Commanders (company
officers and battalion chiefs) in effective methods for organizing and communicating on day to day emergencies.
CAD – Computer aided dispatch, notification system.
CAFR – Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
Certificates of Participation (COPs) – Debt issued on real property, usually through a dummy corporation, that is
similar to a lease in that voter approval is not required to issue it.
CFAI – Commission on Fire Accreditation International
CFPD – Cunningham Fire Protection District
Command Training Center (CTC) - a simulation lab used to simulate emergency incidents that allows officers
and battalion chief opportunities to operate at small and large fires to hone their communication skills.
CORRP – Colorado Outdoor Recreation Resource Project
CPR – Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation; a medical procedure involving repeated compression of a patient's chest,
performed in an attempt to restore the blood circulation and breathing of a person who has suffered cardiac arrest.
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CPSE – Center for Public Safety Excellence; a not-for-profit 501(c)3 corporation used as a resource and accreditation
service by fire and emergency professionals
CWPP – Community Wildfire Protection Plan
DCSO – Douglas County Sheriff Office
DFPC – Division of Fire Prevention Control
DP – Deployment Plan
ESCI – Emergency Services Consulting International; consulting services provider for fire, ems and police services
EMS – Emergency Medical Service that represents the combined efforts of several professionals and agencies to
provide prehospital emergency care to the sick and injured.
EMS Supervisor – A designated EMT-P on each of the three shifts in charge of Quality Assurance and is a liaison to
the EMS Lieutenant.
EMSOG – Emergency Management and Special Operations Group
EMT – Emergency Medical Technician, a member of the EMS system who is trained to provide prehospital medical
care. EMTs are categorized into three levels of training: basic, intermediate and paramedic.
EMT-B – Emergency Medical Technician-Basic, a member that has been trained in basic first aid and CPR.
EMT-P – Emergency Medical Technician-Paramedic, An EMT who has completed an extensive course of training in
ALS; Skills include IV therapy, advance pharmacology, cardiac monitoring and defibrillation, and advance airway
management.
Engine – Sometimes called a pumper, this vehicle has a fire pump, water tank, hose bed and ground ladders.
FAA – Federal Aviation Agency
FASTER – fleet management computer system.
Fire Code – a systematic statement of the rules that promote a fire safe society. In this case, the Uniform Fire Code
published by the International Fire Code Institute is the set of documents that when adopted regulates the component
of a fire safe community.
First Responder Emergency Medical Services – the first medically trained person to arrive at the scene of sudden
illness or injury.
FLIR – Forward Looking Infrared Radiometer
FTE – Full time employee or the equivalent of a full time employee measured in numerical terms
Fund Balance – Governmental funds report the difference between their assets and liabilities as fund balance. Under
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) fund balance is divided into reserved and unreserved portions.
GASB – Government Accounting Standards Board
General Obligation Bonds (GO) – a bond supported by the property taxing authority of a municipality or other issuer
such as a Special Authority.
GFOA – Government Finance Officers Association; represents public finance officials throughout the United States
and Canada.
GIS – Geographic Information System; a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and present
spatial or geographic data.
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Hazardous Materials (HazMat) – Those chemicals or substances which constitute a physical hazard or health hazard
whether in a usable or waste condition.
HDHP – High Deductible Health Plan; a health care option offered to Authority employees
High Plains – is a comprehensive fully-integrated fire records management system.
HRIS – Human Resources Information Systems; software system used to manage Human Resource and Payroll
functions
IC – Incident Command
IDT – Incident Dispatch Team
IMT – Incident Management Team
IOS – an operation system used for mobile devices manufactured by Apple
ISO – the Insurance Services Office is the organization that conducts surveys of a communities’ fire response
capability. The ISO is supported by the insurance industry to measure and publish the number grade of the
effectiveness of a community’s fire department, fire emergency notification system and fire suppression water system.
JACC – Jefferson-Arapahoe Consolidated CAD; entity established to fund the operations of the CAD system used
regionally by 911 emergency response centers
Joint Service Facility (JSF) – A Training and Vehicle Maintenance facility which is a joint venture of Parker Fire
Protection Authority, Douglas County Schools and the Town of Parker.
LEAN – Lean Education Academic Network; the method used to plan and execute a lean (improvement) project.
There are many ways to do this, but the two most prevalent are the 6 Sigma DMAIC method or the Deming Cycle
LED – Light Emitting Diode; used in electronic devices; using light and energy more efficiently
Line – The employees who are assigned to the operations and EMS divisions responding to incidents.
Local 2164 – Union representing the Authority’s firefighter employees
MDC – Mobile Date Command
MDT – Mobile Date Terminals
Medic Unit (Ambulance) – An Advanced or Basic Life Support ground transport unit.
MetCom – Metropolitan Area Communications Center Authority; an emergency dispatch center started by South
Metro Fire Rescue in 2006 and combined into the Authority in 2016
Metropolitan Medical Response System – (MMRS) a system to provide mass decontamination services to the
metropolitan area in the event of a biological terrorist attack or similar event.
MET – Metabolic equivalents where 1 MET is the amount of energy expended at rest of 3.5 ml oxygen per kilogram
per minute. The MET test is a scenario established to measure individual performance.
Mill Levy – the levy that is assessed per thousand dollars of assessed value to property to calculate property tax
revenue for the Authority.
Modified Accrual Basis of Accounting – A form of accrual accounting in which expenditures are recognized when
the goods or services are received and revenues, such as taxes, are recognized when measurable and available to pay
expenditures in the current accounting period.
MSAG – Master street address guide
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NFIRS – National Fire Incident Reporting System. A national reporting system used by U.S. fire departments to
report fires and other incidents to which they respond and to maintain records of these incidents in a uniform manner.
National Fire Protection Association Standards (NFPA) – the body of directives, guidelines and rules written by
an association of individuals and societies that promote science and improve the method of fire protection and
prevention. The NFPA standards provide detailed instructions for design, installation, and maintenance of safeguards
against the loss of life and property.
OEM – Office of Emergency Management
Officer Development – a training course to develop company officers
OS – Operations Staffing
PC – Personal computer
PIO – Public information officer
Property Tax - a tax that is based on the value of a property
Pumper – A piece of fire apparatus which has a fire pump, water tank, hose bed, ground ladders and lighter weight
aerial ladder usually less than 75 feet in length. Utilized as an Engine mainly but has the capability of an elevated
stream.
R&D – Research and development
Rescue – Similar to an Ambulance but utilizes personnel cross-trained as firefighters and carries a limited amount of
firefighting equipment.
RFID – Radio Frequency Identification; a technology that incorporates the use of electromagnetic or electrostatic
coupling in the radio frequency (RF) portion of the electromagnetic spectrum to uniquely identify an object
RMS – Records management system
SAFER Grant – Staffing for Adequate Fire & Emergency Response Grant
SAN – Storage are network; a network which provides access to consolidated, block level data storage
SCBA – Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus, compressed air tanks, backpack and regulator worn by firefighters in
smoke filled environment.
SMFR – South Metro Fire Rescue
Standards of Cover (SOC) - is a document in which we identify the risks in our community, establish the levels of
service to respond to those risks, and evaluate our performance.
SOG – Standard operating guideline; a set of guidelines used to perform everyday operations for line personnel.
South Metro Fire Safety Foundation – A nonprofit corporation organized by South Metro Fire to provide training
to the community in CPR, first-aid, driving skills for teenagers and adults, fire safety classes for businesses and train
certified car seat technicians.
Specific Ownership Tax – tax on license plates for vehicles, which is allocated to the governments within the county.
Special Authority – A form of local government in the State of Colorado authorized under State Statute Sections 32
to provide Fire, Health and Hospital, Parks & Recreation or Water & Sanitation services to a specific area.
Strategic Plan – the goals and plans for the Authority.
SWAT – Special Weapons and Tactics, assists law enforcement in hazardous situation.
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TABOR – Taxpayers bill of rights, which was passed by the voters of Colorado to limit the growth in government
revenue to inflation and a growth factor. Parker Fire Protection Authority and South Metro Fire Rescue held an
election at which the voters approved exemption from the revenue limitations of the TABOR Amendment which
carries through to South Metro Fire Rescue Fire Protection Authority
TIC – Thermal Imaging Camera
Tower – A piece of fire apparatus with a ladder and platform at the top having a limited amount of water and pumping
ability.
Treasurer’s Fees – fees collected by the treasurer of the county for collecting property tax for the Authority. Douglas
and Arapahoe Counties rate is 1.5%.
UPS – Uninterruptible power supplies for server rooms
Uncollectible – amount of revenue from the Ambulance Transports assumed from indigent parties, non-payment from
Medicare and Medicaid and homeless people.
Unification – the term chosen to describe the consolidation of area fire departments and/or organizations
USAR – Urban Search and Rescue Team; involves the location, extrication, and initial medical stabilization of victims
trapped in structural collapse due to natural disasters, mines and collapsed trenches
VO2 – a measure of the volume of oxygen that an individual can use
Web Site – www.southmetro.org
Wildland Fire – a fire which occurs in an area of grass, brush, trees, etc.
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Appendix
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Message From the Fire Chief
I am so very proud to share South Metro Fire Rescue's (SMFR) 20162020 Strategic Plan - our Vision 2020 - with our community and our
stakeholders. The men and women at SMFR serve in one of the fastest
growing communities in the United States. Our challenge has been - and
most certainly will continue to be - being proactive and innovative in
staying ahead of change while continuing to provide exceptional service in
all-hazards emergency response. I am honored to serve alongside what I

believe to be the most compassionate and gifted caregivers and firefighters
our noble profession has to offer.

We exist to protect lives and property from all hazards through
preparedness, prevention, mitigation, and response. This is our mission
statement, the foundation from which we cast our vision into the future.

We have a responsibility to be prepared; a duty to prevent and mitigate
harm, loss of life and destruction; and at our most courageous, a calling to
respond.

Our Strategic Plan provides a roadmap for success and represents a
collaborative effort with input from our internal and external stakeholders:
our men and women; our leadership; our citizens; our political and business

leaders; and our Board of Directors. Each of the six strategic goals in this
Plan supports our mission, vision and values and is anchored in our concern
for our members, our community, and our overarching commitment to fiscal

responsibility and stewardship.
Peter Drucker once said that "culture eats strategy for breakfast." We
are dedicated to building our culture at SIVIFR on a firm foundation of the
principles and virtues represented in the four arms of the Maltese cross,

the adopted symbol of the fire service: prudence, temperance, justice and
fortitude. In today's world, we include wisdom, discernment, self-discipline,
humility, fairness, courage, strength, endurance, and the ability to confront
fear, uncertainty and intimidation.

Finally, 1 stand alongside Dr. Albert Schweitzer in his sincere conviction that
"1 don't know what your destiny will be, but one thing I know: the only ones
among you who will be really happy are those who will have sought and
found how to serve." Our community is blessed to be served by individuals
at SMFR who live and risk their lives embracing this principle. We would do
well to set our compass on one critical lodestar - a star in the public sector

QOUTH METRO
FIRE RESCUE

hemisphere identified almost 40 years ago by Hubert H. Humphrey: "the
moral test of government is how it treats those who are in the dawn of life,
the children; those who are in the twilight of life, the aged; and those in the
shadows of life, the sick, the needy and the handicapped." At SMFR, we
believe that the quality of our community should be measured in terms of
how we care for our most vulnerable and least privileged members.

Bob Baker, Fire Chief
South Metro Fire Rescue
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Department Overview

KrW

GREENWOOD VU.LAGE

Coverage

Fire Stations

Special Teams

SMFR protects 179 square miles
including 203,500 residents within
Greenwood Village, Foxfield, Lone

Seventeen fire s+otions operate
24/7 with three shifts working a
ro+ational basis. A total of 277 line
personnel and 79 uniformed and

In addition to standard crews
of firefigh+ers and paramedics,
special teams serve in aircraft
firefighfing & rescue, hazardous

Tree, Louviers, Parker, Cas+le Pines,

non-uniformed staff are employed

material operations, water rescue

Cas+le Pines Village, Centennial
Airport, Chen-y Hills Village,

by the fire district.

and recover/ (dive), SWAT Medic,

the communities of Centennial,

Denver Tech Center, Inverness,

Urban Search & Rescue, technical
rescue. Tracked Response (sno-

the Meridian Office Park/ and
unincorporated portions of

cat) and wildland urban interface
firefigh+ing.

Arapahoe and Douglas counties.

3
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Organizational Chart

SOUTH METRO FIRE RESCUE
October !4, 2014
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Department Facts
In May 2008, Parker Fire Protection District and South Metro Fire Rescue merged to form the
South Metro Fire Rescue Au+hori+y. Under the fire au+hori+y model/ each fire district maintained
i+s own board of directors while the remainder of the operations and staff functioned as a single
organization. Because of the success of the fire authority through improved service and cost savings,

the two fire districts were able to completely merge into a single fire district on Januan/ 1, 2016,
keeping the name South Metro Fire Rescue.

Response Totals
L5/966

13.735
12,? \ 5

:l?.R13

2009

2012

Responses by Category

2010 - 2014
Special

public ~n~n7' Alarms

Other

Assist ^' 16%

8%
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2014

Population Trends

Population Forecast
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Strategic Framework
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Environmental Profile
Research
• Internal interviews &

2016-20 Strategic Plan

focus groups

• Ex+erna!/internal
opportunities and
challenges

Development Process

• External da+a sources

Vision & Strategic
Objectives Definition
• Research evaluation

• Strategic issues
• 5-year vision

• Strategic Objectives

External Input
• Community survey
• Council presentation
& survey
• BO D review

Goals Development
• 3 to 5 that support each
Strategic Objective
• Led by Strategic
Objective owner with
small team

Members of a fire department from Belgium spent a week
touring our stations with Chief Bob Herdt (fourth from the
right).

A

Action Planning
• Creation of action steps
to support each strategic
objective
• Reasonable, actionable,
measureable
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Annual Strategic Plan
Review Process

.« Line Item budget input for each

action Item plannecf for the next
year

December
Progress Review
lent
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Key Philosophies

Mission
We exist to protect lives and property from all hazards
through preparedness, prevention, mi+iga+ion and response.

Values
We are committed to the highest level of professionalism
and integrity, always striving +o do what is right in a fair,
honest, compassionate, courageous, and humble manner.

Strategic Anchors
Concern for our members
Concern for our community

Fiscal responsibility

Vision 2020
To be a best-in-class, all-hazards prevention, mitigation and
response organization that supports a safe, healthy, growing
community; a leader in risk reduction, preparedness, service

delivery, and operational effectiveness; highly valued as
a community and business partner and as an employer

bjn

of choice; and well-posi+ioned to proactively meet the
needs of our changing demographic and businesses while
maintaining fiscal strength and stability.

^31—•\-UUS ; ,f
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Strategic Objectives
High-Value Community & Regional Partnership
•^

We are recognized as a desirable, competitive service
provider successful at building strong relationships and
strategic partnerships that benefit our communities and
support our mission.

[yceptional, Innovative Service Delivery
Y

innovative, competitive service provider committed to
^our ability to anticipate and meet community needs.

-Strategic, Sustainable Fiscal Stewardship

-^
We are aNHSBBB^IIy healthy, competitive and sus+ainable organization.

Thriving, Healthy Culture
-^

amic, heal+hy, and productive organization that holds
luality community-focused services as our top priority.

Strong, Adaptive Infrastructure
'ely provide viable physical and technical infrastructure and
that consistently support our strategic vision and operational
readiness.

Proactive, Strategic Communications
We

Fplementing a highly effective in+ernai and external marketing
bmmunication philosophy, strategy, and plan that supports our
Strategic Objectives.

14
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Strategic Objective #1
High-Value Community & Regional Partnership

Description
We want to be viewed as an
attractive, competitive service

provider successful at building
community relationships and
achieving strategic par+nerships.
Newsletters/ safety classes, school
visits, citizens' academies, and

parades have been tradi+ional
ways we have maintained

a critical connection +o the
communities we serve. Continuing

to be aware of changing
demographics and needed
services, receiving more formal
input from our communities, and
being a constant and reassuring
presence to our citizens, businesses

and visitors will remain a high
priority over the coming years.
One of the advantages of a fire
protection district is the ability
to regionalize services so thcit
each ci+y or county doesn't

need to replica+e them. There
are other ways to improve
regional cooperation, such
as automatic aid agreements

wi+h neighboring departments,
training, building joint facilities with
other agencies, and partnering
wi+h other fire departments to
provide special team services to

A member of the Citizens Academy, an 8-week program hosted annually.

Members of the Academy are provided with an in-depth view of the department
culminating in a live fire exercise at our drillground.

a larger population. Discovering,
evaluating, and successfully

pursuing other opporfuni+ies for
regional cooperation is a priority
in the coming years, along with
strengthening our relationships
wi+h our current partners through
increased communication,
economic development support,
and providing excellent services.
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15

A regional training exercise called "Broken Arrow" was conducted in 2014 to see how quickly emergency responders
along the front range could assemble a large-scale response to a disaster.

Goals
1. Build and strengthen relationships and partnerships with community and regional
public, private, and non-profit organizations and leaders.
2. Be actively involved in the legislative process to further the organization's mission.
3. Deepen and expand poii+iccil relationships with business and community leaders.

SMFR's Dispatch Center MetCom provides
regional dispatch; GiS, and data analytics
services for many communities throughout the
metre area.
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Strategic Objective #2
Exceptional, Innovative Service Delivery

Description
We continually evaluate the need to add, subtract or relocate resources in order to match our capabilities
to our community risks. Our new Advanced Resource Medic (ARM) car is a good example of finding
new ways to provide appropriate care based on the type of need. We have also developed formal
programs to prepare, prevent, mi+igafe, and respond to special risks such as wildfires and changing senior
demographics. As we continue to adapt to a growing and changing community, i+'s imperative that
we embrace this holistic method of community risk reduction and appropriate level of response to be
proactive, produce measurable results, and remain fiscally responsible.

Physician Advisor Dr. Ricdo and EMS Supervisor Eric Bleeker pictured with
SMFR's first Advanced Resou/ce Medic (ARM) car. This ARM car is deployed
to non-life threatening emergencies to provide alternative care, avoid unnecessary hospital visits, and keep other emergency apparatus in service.

17
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Goals
1. Identify and prioritize
community and organizational
risks.

2. Develop integrated strategies to

reduce identified risks.
3. Evaluate impact of risk reduction
strategies and leverage effectiveness.

Community Risk Reduction Specialist Colleen
Potton teaches the "Crash Matters" campaign

to high school students focusing on the
importance of driver safety.

SMFR protects over

12,000 homes in
the wildland/urban
interface. Several

programs help
citizens to prepare
for these incidents.

The construction of multi-family dwellings is sharply
increasing which presents many challenges to
emergency response. ^ g
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Strategic Objective #3
Strategic, Sustainable Fiscal Stewardship

Description
Starting in 2016, we will lower
the mill levy of the Parker Fire
Pro+ec+ion District and fully
merge the two fire districts into
one. This will result in decreased
revenues that we have been

preparing for over the past several
years - even during the recent
economic downturn. We continue

to develop strategies to fund
the capital expenditures we will
need to service the growth of our
community; planning for the future
will continue to be a high priority in

Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31,2014

the coming years.

South Metro Fire Rescue Authority
Arapahoe and Douglas Counties, Colorado
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Goals
1. Develop a 5-year financial plan that

accurately forecasts capital
improvements, revenues and

expenditures by 2018.
2. Improve budget management,
financial accountability processes
and increase transparency by 201 7.
3. Develop a method to retain future
revenues during Urban Renewal

Au+hority/Tax Increment
Financing implementations.
4. Develop a funding method for
long-term obligations and unfunded

liabilities by December 2016.

20
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Strategic Objective #4
Thriving, Healthy Culture
Description

SMFRA honors employees annually for outstanding performance
and years of service with the department. Pictured below are

Fire Chief Bob Baker presenting Firefighter Mike Freeman an
Our culture embraces the

traditions of the fire semce while

award for 40 years of distinguished service.

positioning ourselves as a leader

of progressive philosophies and
tactics. We are continuing to
evolve our culture, which was

impacted by the significant merger
of the South Metro and Parker
fire districts in 2008. Our goal is
+o direct that evolu+ion over the
coming years by defining and
infusing our desired culture into
everything we do, from hiring
and promoting our members

to the internal and external
services we deliver. We enjoy a
loyal, professional, and highly-

trained membership that delivers
quality sen/ices. In the coming
years, we intend to strengthen

ourwellness initiatives to further
reduce injuries and recover/ time,
as well as provide more tools

to our members to handle the
stresses of the job and life and
improve overall mental wellness
and job satisfaction. Continued
leadership development and
further strengthening of labor/
management relations will also be
a priority.

Members of the department

Pipes & Drums gather to pay
respect to Captain John Hager

who lost his life fighting a fire
in 1989. Pictured from left to
right are: Eric Hendee/Mike
West, Eric Bleeker, Bob Herdt
and Dave Carrigan.
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Goals
1. Define and infuse our culture into

everything we do/ from hiring and
promoting our members to the
internal and exfemol services we
deliver.
2. Become on Employer of Choice.

The department maintains a Wellness & Fitness
Program to provide on-site services such as injury
prevention, physical therapy, fit-for-duty evaluation/
and manage workers compensation claims.

22
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Strategic Objective #5
Strong, Adaptive Infrastructure

Description
Our focus is to provide the necessary physical and technical infrastructure and services to support our
strategic vision and operational readiness. This includes not only new stations, fleet, equipment, and

technology for the growth that is an+icipa+ed during the coming years, but also maintaining, remodeling, or
replacing the existing infrcis+ructure that is aging or was delayed during the recent economic downturn.

Present day Station 31.

Station 31 is
scheduled for
replacement
with construction

beginning during the
latter half of 2015.
The new station

will better meet
the demands of
the Centennial and
Greenwood Village
area.
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Goals
1. Develop and implement an annual
review of existing services/progroms
for effectiveness, need/ and
redundancies as they relate to
infrastructure.
2. Provide an annual infrastructure
delivery, maintenance, and
replacement plan to meet current
mission needs and future demands.
3. Establish and maintain governance
that optimizes resources while
encouraging collaboration and
coordination in the use of SMFR's
infrastructure.

State-of-the-art dispatch is provided to SMFR and
other agencies by Metcom.
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Strategic Objective #6
Proactive, Strategic Communications

Description
We desire a targeted, strategic approach to our methods of communicating with our infernal and external
audiences. We understand tha+i+'s no+j'usf+he volume of communication fha+'s impor+an+, bu+i+s quality
and dlignmen+ with a clear purpose, such as safety themes, expanding knowledge about our semces, and

supporting the organization's mission. Externally, we would like to be more proactive wi+h media relations,
be more in-+une wi+h the communication desires of our demographics, and have a formal philosophy
and s+ra+egy about how we want to market our organization. In+ernally, we want to increase the overall
frequency and effectiveness of our communication. Measuring the current baseline of our communication

and marketing strategies, as well as future improvement, will also be a priority.
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Goals
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Community Impact
Email to Chief Bob Baker

4/26/2015
Thankyou!!! If it had not been for the

Chief Baker,

quick action and persistence of those who

responded that night, our family would not be

This is a thank you that is 22 years in the
making!

getting to share in the joy of this occasion.

On April 20,1993 the Parker Fire and Rescue
on South Pine Drive responded to a call of

our country and to lead others who also have

an infant in distress right around the corner

the same desire. I thank you for giving him

on Longs Way. Upon their arrival the EMTs

the opportunity to pursue his dreams. It is a

[earned that the infant was very young/ just

special kind of person that willingly risks their
lives on a daily basis for the safety of others.
I think that somehow this early experience in
his life gave him a respect for those in public
service and helped to form him into the man

My son feels a deep seated desire to serve

one day less than a month old.

Although 22 years have passed, the heroic
efforts of the then Parker Fire Department
and the gratitude our family has for all those

he is becoming.

who were present never wavers. I can still

Originally this email was going to be a
hand written letter that accompanied an
announcement of his graduation (you will still

recall the evening as though it was just
yesterday. I am sorry to say that I cannot tell
you the names of the specific responders, but

be receiving the announcement), but then as

I was thrilled to learn that you are still part of
the Fire Department and that I could share my

all Mom's do, t had an awesome idea! At the

appreciation with you.

Commissioning ceremony for each new officer
an American Flag is used as a backdrop. Many

cadets have flags that have been passed down

My son stopped breathing on the night of
April 20,1993 when I was at home alone with

through generations that are used. This is

probably not a typical request, but I would like
to know if it would be possible to obtain a flag
that has been flown at the firehouse in Parker

him. Just moments after I discovered him not

breathing my husband returned home from
a roller skating party with our daughter. I

immediately began giving him breaths while
my husband called 911. The EMT's arrived

to be used at his commissioning. Having this

within minutes. He was eventually taken

with his future.

flag would be a way of connecting his past

via helicopter to Swedish Medical Center in
Denver. The cause of this incident was never

Again, thank you and please pass our thanks

determined.

and gratitude on to any others who may still
working with you.

The anniversary of this date held special
meaning this year and I wanted to make sure
that I shared our thanks with you.

On May 23, 2015 my son will graduate from
the United States Military Academy at West
Point and will be commissioned as a 2nd

'^Frt

Lieutenant in the United States Army.
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Email to EMS Chief Rick Lewis

6/25/2015
I wanted to write and let everyone know who might be involved in

supporting the medical team of South Metro Fire Rescue #31 and all
rescue medical teams in Arapahoe County. Our County is becoming

an increasingly aged population, and there will be many times in
the future when we will need medical assistance from our local fire
rescue.

...Ati persons from the South Metro Fire Rescue #31 and medical
personnel acted with great care and compassion.
I am happy and proud of these "angels of mercy" in our community on
whom we can call in an emergency.

Dear Fantastic Paramedics and

Firefighters,
I have plans to return on Thursday, with a big
CAKE!!'...with hopes to meet the crew who
saved my life one year ago,Feb. 11, 2014, at
about 5-7 pm. I was at The Marriott, had no

pulse. You guys took me to SkyRidge Hospital
and stayed until the doctor could place an IV
into my carotid artery. Your smiles kept my

ticker ticking. Eternally Grateful.
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